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1

OVERVIEW

While “the only thing certain about the weather is that it is uncertain”, many historical weather
forecasting inaccuracies and faux pas could have been avoided had better, more precise
forecast data been made available. Specifically, the historical (and still prevalent) use of a
single deterministic weather forecast is inherently error-prone, as is reliance on any single data
point in any context.
Accordingly, a fundamental shift in weather forecasting – to an approach that embraces the
quantification and communication of forecast uncertainty – is crucial to effective management of
weather-related risk. Probabilistic forecasts – based on statistical post-processing of ensemble
forecast data – are an essential key to facilitating this shift.
Yet probabilistic forecasts alone are not sufficient. The crucial additional step is to effectively
integrate the rich informational content of probabilistic forecasts with impact analysis.
In particular, to the extent that the user’s risk tolerance can be characterized and quantified,
it can be combined with the risk outputs from probabilistic forecasts to yield a decision support
tool that substantially automates the risk analysis process for the end user. This is the focus of
WIPCast. Specifically, WIPCast yields Weather Impact Probability (WIP) values, each of which
is specified as a best estimate, accompanied by a lower and upper bound to quantify ambiguity.
Thus, WIPCast quantifies the ambiguity in the analysis it performs to even more precisely inform
risk management as a function of risk tolerance.
This document describes the science behind WIPCast (Section 2) as well as the architecture of
the WIPCast system (Sections 4 through 5). The WIPCast science and architecture discussions
are sufficiently inter-dependent that the decision was made to incorporate them both into a
single document.
As shown in Figure 1, the WIPCast Architecture can be divided into three high-level
architectural components:
1. WIPCast Server (Section 4)
2. WIPCast Data Sources (Section 3)
3. WIPCast Clients (Section 5)
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Figure 1. WIPCast High Level Architecture

WIPCast is based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), so as to maximize interoperability
with existing systems and frameworks, such as GEN-II (AIR, MyWIDA), DCGS-A, and Google
Earth.
Consistent with sound software engineering and architectural principals, the WIPCast
architecture provides a clean and clear separation between the data layer (i.e., the WIPCast
Data Sources), the logic layer (i.e., WIPCast Server) and the user interface layer (i.e., WIPCast
clients). Furthermore, the WIPCast system is architected to avoid reliance on the peculiarities
or idiosyncrasies of any particular ensemble data source.
NOTE:
Initial funding for development of WIPCast was provided by a U.S. Army Small Business
Innovative Research (SBIR) contract to support the needs of Army aviation users. Accordingly,
three weather variables relevant to this use case (turbulence, icing and thunderstorms),
supplied the Air Force Weather Ensemble Prediction System (AFWEPS), were selected as the
focus of initial WIPCast development. Although some of the technical discussion herein
specifically refers to this use case, data source and set of weather variables, WIPCast is being
designed with the intent to support additional data sources, weather variables and applications.
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2

WIPCAST SCIENCE

Our innovative approach to the calculation of Weather Impact Probability (WIP) is at the core of
our WIPCast solution. WIPCast integrates the rich informational content of probabilistic
forecasts with impact analysis so as to effectively inform risk analysis (as a function of risk
tolerance) to drive an effective and intuitive decision support tool for the end user. In particular,
to the extent that the user’s risk tolerance can be characterized and quantified, it can be
combined with the risk outputs from probabilistic forecasts to yield a decision support tool that
substantially automates the risk analysis process.

2.1

CALIBRATION OF RAW ENSEMBLE OUTPUT

Raw output from mesoscale ensemble systems should not be used directly for production of
probabilistic forecasting guidance since systematic (i.e., repeating) errors in the ensemble
forecast probability distribution function (PDF) can create highly unreliable estimates of forecast
probability. There are many techniques for post-processing and calibrating the raw ensemble
output, each with different advantages and disadvantages, applicability to different types of
data, levels of complexity, and so forth. WIPCast needs an effective, efficient calibration
approach that easily adapts to the wide range of weather variables of importance. Many of the
more sophisticated techniques do not meet these criteria. WIPCast therefore employs the
simple shift-and-stretch calibration technique described in Eckel and Allen (2012). The 1st
moment bias is corrected by shifting all n members by a shift factor, which is simply the opposite
of the mean error (ME) in the ensemble mean.
Equation 1:

Equation 2:

e~i = ei + shift. factor

shift. factor =

−1
M

for i = 1...n

M

∑ (e

i

i =1

− oi )

The 2nd moment bias is defined as a fractional error following the concept of statistical
consistency. For a consistent ensemble, the mean square error of the bias-corrected ensemble
mean ( MSEe ) matches the average ensemble variance ( σ e2 ) over a large verification dataset,
so that σ e2 / MSEe = 1 .

⎛ n ⎞ 1 M
( ei − oi )2
MSEe = ⎜
⎟
∑
⎝ n + 1 ⎠ M i =1
1 M ⎡ 1 n
2⎤
(
σ e2 =
ei , j − ei ) ⎥
⎢
∑
∑
M i =1 ⎣ n − 1 j =1
⎦
where n is the number of members and ei,j is the jth ensemble member (Eckel and Mass 2005).
The fractional error (FE) in average ensemble spread is given by:

FE =

σ e2
MSE

e
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Calibration is thus accomplished by stretching apart (or compressing) the 1st moment biascorrected members about their mean ( ~
e ) by a stretch factor to correct for spread that is too
small (or large).
Equation 3:
Equation 4:

(

)

~ ~
ei* = ~
e + ei − e * stretch. factor
stretch. factor =

for i = 1...n

1
FE

A notable complication for the shift-and-stretch technique is in application to non-Gaussian
variables that exist on a bound interval, such as the turbulence index (TI) which is bound by
zero on the left and follows a gamma distribution (see Appendix A: Statistical Functions and
Metrics). The problem is that shifting and/or stretching ensemble members that follow these
distributions can result in members that are out of bounds. Furthermore, the adjustments to the
two moments of the PDF can become intertwined. In particular, a shift can affect the 2nd
moment when attempting to correct for any members that were shifted out-of-bounds, while
correcting members that were stretched to out-of-bounds values can affect the first moment of
the PDF.
A solution is to not use Equation 1 and Equation 3, but rather to apply the correction factors on
e and σ e as if the PDF were Gaussian and then find the calibrated member values using the
PDF’s natural distribution. The entire resulting process is as follows:
1. Fit the natural (non-Gaussian) PDF to the raw ensemble members using the method of

moments.
2. Find the percentile value of each raw ensemble member on the fitted PDF from step 1.
3. Find the corrected mean and spread as usual by applying the shift and stretch factors to

the mean and spread of the raw ensemble data.
4. Find the calibrated (non-Gaussian) forecast PDF using corrected mean and spread and

the method of moments. (Note: When the ensemble mean falls out-of-bounds, it must
be reset to the boundary limit. This does impact the calibration but has no appreciable
impact on forecast probability or WIP since it represents a tiny adjustment to an extreme
case.)
5. Produce the calibrated members by finding each member’s values by applying the

percentiles found in step 2 to the calibrated PDF.
The implementation is further detailed in Section 4.3.

2.2

PRODUCTION OF PROBABILISTIC FORECASTS

WIPCast calculates forecast probability from the calibrated ensemble members for any
particular weather event of interest using the uniform rank method (Hamill and Colucci 1997,
Eckel and Walters 1998). Completely defining the event is critical for producing, conveying, and
applying forecast probability information. An event is defined by what (forecast variable and
threshold), where, and when. An example event is surface temperature below freezing (what),
anywhere within Georgia (where), occurring overnight (when).
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To simplify the explanation of uniform ranks, the logic and equations are presented for
probability of exceeding (>) an event threshold. Also note that while the method can be applied
to uncalibrated data, the resulting probabilities would likely be unreliable. The explanation here
thus assumes use of calibrated ensemble members (i.e., the forecast PDF sampled by the
members exhibits statistical consistency).
Since the value of the verification (V) for a forecast (which can be from a direct observation or a
value at a grid point from a gridded analysis) is in no way bound by the corresponding ensemble
forecast values, V may fall between any of the ordered member forecast values or beyond
either extreme (i.e., highest or lowest) member’s value. Each position into which V may fall is
referred to as a “bin”. As shown in Figure 2, given n ensemble members, there are n+1 bins.

Figure 2. Bins into which the value of the verification for a forecast may fall

The uniform rank method is based on the assumption that the verifying observation for a
forecast has an equal probability of falling in any bin. This depends upon:
•

Members being equally skilled on average. In a homogeneous ensemble design, this is
naturally the case. In a multi-model ensemble, the assumption may be shaky but can be
aided via calibration.

•

Members falling at evenly spaced quantiles within the forecast PDF on average. For a small
ensemble (such as 10 members), this normally does not hold true for any one case,
resulting in random error in the forecast probability that contributes to ambiguity from
sampling error. But in the long term average, that random error sums to zero when using
well calibrated members.

An example of the uniform ranks is illustrated in Figure 3. Using only 10 samples from a
continuous PDF, any approach to calculate forecast probability produces an uncertain estimate
of the actual value.
10 TI
Forecasts: 4.2
(calibrated)

6.1

7.3

Θ =9.0 (MDT TURB threshold) → by relative frequency, pe = 7/10 = 70%
9.2
9.5
9.8
10.0
10.1
11.2
13.8

pe = 7/11 + [ (9.2 – 9.0) / (9.2 – 7.3) ] * (1/11) = 64.6%
Figure 3. Uniform Ranks Method Example, for a sample, calibrated 10-member ensemble forecast
at a grid point for forecast turbulence with a 24-h lead time (given by the turbulence index, TI).
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Though not employed in WIPCast, it is important to first mention a commonly applied
approach called relative frequency (a.k.a, democratic voting). The probability of V
occurring above the event threshold (Θ) is simply:

pe = Pr(V ≥ Θ) =

1
n

n

⎧1 xi ≥ Θ⎫
⎬
⎩ xi < Θ ⎭

∑ ⎨0
i =1

th

where xi is the value of the i ensemble member. So if we want a forecast for the chance of
moderate or greater turbulence, which has an event threshold of Θ = 9.0, the probability is 7/10,
or 70%, for the sample forecast above. The reason this approach is avoided in WIPCast is that
it produces a flawed result, particularly for a small ensemble size. The flaw is a biasing of
probability values toward the extremes, so that high probabilities are normally overforecast and
low probabilities are normally underforecast (Eckel 2003).
Uniform ranks avoids that biasing effect by uniformly dividing up the total probability
into the n+1 ranks that match the possible rank positions of the event threshold when
pooled with the ordered members. Each rank thus contains a probability of 1/(n+1).
Probability for the event is found by summing probability from all ranks that exceed the event
threshold and then adding on a fraction of the probability from the rank in which the event
threshold occurs, based on the linear proportion of Θ to the surrounding members’ values.

pe = Pr (Θ ≤ V < xi ) + Pr (V ≥ xi )
⎛ x −Θ ⎞ 1
n − i +1
⎟⎟
pe = ⎜⎜ i
+
n +1
⎝ xi − xi −1 ⎠ n + 1
This equation is only used when x1 < Θ < xn. In the case of the sample turbulence forecast,
pe = 7/11 + [ (9.2 – 9.0) / (9.2 – 7.3) ] * (1/11) = 64.6%.
When the event threshold falls outside the extreme members’ values, we have to assume a
distribution in order to estimate the tail of the forecast PDF. The default choice is a Gumbel
distribution (see Appendix A: Statistical Functions and Metrics) used because of its ability to
characterize extreme events (Hamill and Colucci, 1997; Wilks, 1995).
To calculate forecast probability when Θ > xn:

⎛ 1 − G (Θ ) ⎞ 1
⎟⎟
pe = Pr(V ≥ Θ) = ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 − G ( xn ) ⎠ n + 1
where G is the Gumbel cumulative distribution function (CDF).
To calculate forecast probability when Θ < x1:

pe = Pr (Θ ≤ V < x1 ) + Pr (V ≥ x1 )
⎛ G ′( x1 ) − G ′(Θ ) ⎞ 1
n
⎟⎟
pe = ⎜⎜
+
G ′( x1 )
n +1
⎝
⎠ n +1
where the reverse Gumbel CDF, G′(), is used since the Gumbel’s right tail is needed.
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In the special case when V < x1 and the variable is positive definite (bound by zero, such as
wind speed), an exponential tail is assumed in place of the Gumbel:

⎡ ⎛ Θ ⎞λ ⎤ 1
n
pe = ⎢1 − ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⎥
+
n +1
⎢⎣ ⎝ x1 ⎠ ⎥⎦ n + 1
where the default is λ = 3.
All the above equations are for exceeding an event threshold, Pr(V > Θ). A different set of
equations may be formulated following similar logic for the chance of occurrence below the
event threshold, Pr(V < Θ). However, that adds unnecessary complexity since the easier
approach is to always use the above equations, and then if Pr(V < Θ) is needed, simply take
1 − Pr(V > Θ).

2.2.1 EVENTS OF WIPCAST
A large variety of event “whats” are used in WIPCast, such as turbulence ≥ moderate, cloud
ceiling < 300’ AGL, runway crosswinds > 15kt, and so on. Additionally, unique event thresholds
may be entered by the user for calculation of forecast probability on demand.
Most events in WIPCast share a common where and when, which are set by aspects of the
ensemble data fields.
The when for most events comes from the 1-h forecast output interval, so the chance of
occurrence is for within 30 min of the forecast valid time. A sample exception is the chance of
cumulative precipitation, which would have a ‘when’ covering perhaps the previous 12 hours.
The where for most WIPCast events comes from the 13-km horizontal grid spacing and the
25mb vertical separation between levels.
For a 2D probability, such as chance of thunderstorms, the area over which the thunderstorm
may occur encompasses (13 km)2 = 169 km2. Since the 2D gridded field is interpolated into a
continuous field with interpolated values, the area is conveyed more meaningfully as a radial
distance away from any point in the domain. The distance is √ (169 km2/pi) ≈ 7 km.
For a 3D probability, such as chance of moderate or greater turbulence, the where is a volume.
The horizontal radius is 7 km, while the vertical radius changes with altitude since the data is on
pressure levels separated by 25 HPa, which does not equate to a fixed vertical distance.

2.3

IMPACT FUNCTION (IF)

WIPCast addresses the problematic application of fixed thresholds with ensemble data by
introducing the concept of an Impact Function (IF), which describes the impact from weather
conditions in probabilistic terms as opposed to fixed, deterministic thresholds.
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Probability Density

(a) PDF for Mission Impact Function

Impact Function

Probability of Impact

(b) CDF for Mission

Figure 4. Example IF, representing the chance of impact to static line airdrop mission for a given
observed wind speed as a (a) PDF or (b) CDF. Solid lines in (b) indicate marginal (9 kt) and critical
(13 kt) thresholds, tied to the 10th and 50th percentile values respectively, help define IF.

Using a static line airdrop mission example, there is a chance of impact when the observed wind
is 13 kt, but a greater chance of impact at 15 kt and lower (but non-negligible) chance at 10 kt.
This continuum is described by an IF, which can be viewed as a PDF (Figure 4a) but is actually
applied in the form of a CDF (Figure 4b). In this example, the probability of impact increases
rapidly for an observed wind from 5 kt to 13 kt and continues to rise at a slowing rate up to 25 kt.
For wind speeds above 25 kt, an impact is guaranteed, and for wind < 5 kt there is no chance of
impact. (Note: This sample IF is only an initial attempt with an unknown degree of fidelity,
formulated as described below.)
In the context of military systems, the uncertainty described by an Impact Function comes from
various random influences on system performance. For our example, the uncertainty may come
from factors such as the variability of the terrain and its effects on landing, airborne personnel
readiness (jumpers’ skill, experience, amount of fatigue, etc.), and accuracy of the insertion.
The way to interpret an IF of 75%, for example, is that in 3 out of 4 drops with the same
conditions (16 kt winds, same landing zone, etc.), those random factors cause a sufficient
number of injuries for the mission to fail. However, in 1 out of those 4 drops the mission will “get
lucky” and suffer few enough injuries to proceed. Note, however, that an IF should not be
interpreted as a percent, or fractional degradation to the mission.

2.4

CALCULATING WEATHER IMPACT PROBABILITY (WIP)

The basic concept of a probabilistic impact, and how to apply it in calculating WIP, was adapted
from a visionary Air Force publication, AWS/TR--91/001, that was unfortunately never adopted
11-Sep -2013, v1.0
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into DoD weather support operations (AWS 1991). The approach described therein was to
calculate a “success indicator” by integrating the product of the forecast PDF and a function
describing the chance of success. In our case, rather than focusing on the chance of success,
we focus on risk (or chance of failure), using what we refer to as the Impact Function (IF) which
is simply the inverse of the success (i.e., no-impact) function.
The term “impact” is used herein to refer to adverse weather conditions that
would negatively impact a scenario to the point of precluding achievement of a
desired goal (i.e., weather conditions that would cause mission failure, in Army
aviation parlance).
An IF describes the anticipated impact from weather conditions in probabilistic terms as
opposed to fixed, deterministic thresholds (see Section 2.3.)
WIP may thus be calculated using:
Equation 5:

WIP = ∫ F( x ) IF( x ) dx
x

where x is the continuous variable (e.g., wind speed) and F is the forecast PDF.
Three sample forecasts and WIP results are shown in Figure 5. The trivial cases are when the
range of possible wind speed (described by the ensemble forecast PDF) is so low that no
impact is possible and WIP = 0% (Figure 5a), or so high that impact is certain and WIP = 100%
(Figure 5c). A threshold probability gives the same risk estimate for these trivial cases. The
interesting case, that shows the importance of WIP, is when the two distributions overlap
and WIP is able to properly convey the overall uncertainty (Figure 5b). In contrast,
threshold probability tends to bias risk toward the extremes (0% and 100%) by underestimating
low risk values, when the critical threshold falls on the right side of the forecast PDF, and
overestimating high risk values, when the threshold falls on the left side. This bias can notably
degrade the risk analysis and the user’s performance.
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Probability Density (for E)
Probability of Impact (for MIF)

(a)
WIP = 0%

Probability Density (for E)
Probability of Impact (for MIF)

(b)
WIP = 30.2%

Probability Density (for E)
Probability of Impact (for MIF)

(c)
WIP = 100%

Figure 5. Sample calculations of WIP with a static airdrop IF (dashed) for three different ensemble
forecast PDFs (solid red) in (a) very light wind, (b) a moderately windy, and (c) high wind
situations.

A further complication to optimal decision making, addressed by WIPCast, is that of
ambiguity. While WIP properly represents the risk of impact, it is actually an expected value
(or best-estimate) of the risk and thus carries a degree of uncertainty. That uncertainty comes
from the fact that a well-calibrated ensemble forecast PDF still contains random error (Eckel et
al. 2012) which carries over into WIP. This type of uncertainty is termed ambiguity since it is 2nd
order uncertainty as opposed to an ensemble’s 1st order estimate in the forecast uncertainty
(NRC 2006). WIPCast handles ambiguity by calculating confidence intervals for WIP (see
Section 2.5), following the methods described by Eckel et al. (2012), for comparison with the
user’s risk tolerance to drive highly effective and innovative decision support mechanisms.

2.4.1 MULTIVARIATE WIP
So far, we have limited our discussion to scenarios where WIP describes the risk of impact from
a single weather phenomenon at a single location (or limited area) and instant (or short time
11-Sep -2013, v1.0
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period). In practice, however, the risk of impact (i.e., that would result in failure to achieve a
goal) more often comes from multiple weather phenomena simultaneously, such as wind speed
and direction, visibility, turbulence, and icing. However, formulating a decision requires
comparing a single value of risk to the user’s risk tolerance, so WIPCast needs to calculate a
single WIP that encompasses the risk from all phenomena that the user is vulnerable to. This is
termed multivariate WIP.
The same issue exists for finding the risk to an activity taking place over an extended
region and time period (e.g., a flight route) which we refer to as “overall WIP”. It is
important to note that overall WIP is always multivariate, even when only being
calculated for a single weather phenomenon. Consider a case, for example, where the
potential impact is only from icing. This nonetheless requires calculation of an overall
“multivariate” WIP, with the different variables being icing at all the places and times visited
along the route. Although icing is the common variable type across those place and times, it
varies somewhat independently at each location/time, thus creating the effect of many unique
variables. All individual WIP values due to icing along the route therefore need to be combined
to arrive at the overall WIP for the full route, which can then be compared to the risk tolerance.
There is thus a distinction between gridded WIP (see Section 2.4.1.1), which gives risk within
small, fixed, predefined regions (or volumes for upper air variables) and short time periods vs.
overall WIP (see Section 2.4.1.2), which is risk for an activity taking place over extended space
and time within the grid. While overall WIP is always multivariate, gridded WIP can be either
univariate or multivariate.
Calculating multivariate WIP, whether for many weather phenomena at a grid point or for a
single phenomenon (or multiple phenomena) over many grid points, is a much more involved
computation compared to Equation 5. The complication is that, while the impact risk from
individual phenomenon is known, the impact risk from multiple phenomena occurring at the
same time is not generally known. Consider the fairly simple case of an impact from just two
phenomena, WIP from A and WIP from B, which could involve two different variables (e.g.,
turbulence and thunderstorms) at one location/instant, or the same variable at two different
locations and/or times. Since it only takes one impact to make the mission fail, the value of
interest (i.e., multivariate WIP) is the chance of impact from either source, formally known as the
union of the two possibilities:
Equation 6:

Pr(A∪B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) - Pr(A∩B)

The first two terms on the right are known (i.e., WIP computed using calibrated forecast
probability and the IF) and the last term on the right is the unknown. This unknown is referred to
as the intersection, or joint probability, of an impact occurring from both sources.
Pr(A∩B)

Pr(A)

Pr(B)

Figure 6. Venn diagram showing probability (proportional to the area) of occurrence of two
possible impacts, associated with two different weather phenomena. An impact from
phenomenon A has a 40% probability and is indicated by the yellow circle. An impact from
phenomenon B has a 30% probability and is indicated by the blue circle. The green overlapping
region of probability, representing the chance of both impacts occurring, is known as the
intersection, or joint probability. The remaining white region represents the chance of no impact.
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The joint probability is related to how closely correlated the two possible impacts are.
Specifically, if they are highly correlated (i.e., both occur or neither occurs) then the overlap in
Figure 6 is large, and vice versa. Mathematically, the joint probability is given by
Pr(A∩B) = Pr(A)*Pr(B|A) = Pr(B)*Pr(A|B)

Equation 7:

where Pr(A|B) is a conditional probability of A occurring given the B occurs.
Taking Pr(A) as the larger of the two probabilities, we can then rewrite Equation 6 as:
Pr(A∪B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B)*[1 - Pr(A|B)]

Equation 8:

The last term on the right is the part of Pr(B) to add onto Pr(A) to get multivariate WIP,
which provides an intuitive perspective to in finding multivariate WIP. Given the two
possible impacts, there is a range of potential values for the multivariate WIP depending upon
the correlation between the two impacts, as seen here:

Anti-Correlated
ρ = -1, or min?
(max exclusivity)

Pr(A)
0.4

Pr(B)
0.3

0.0
Pr(B)*[1 - Pr(A|B)] = 0.3
[add on All of Pr(B)]
Pr(A∪B) = 0.4 + 0.3 = 0.7

No Correlation
ρ=0
(independent)
Pr(A∩B)

Pr(A)

Pr(B)

Pr(A)

Correlated

ρ = 1, or max?
(max inclusivity)

Pr(A)
Pr(B) =
Pr(A∩B)

1.0

Pr(B)*[1 - Pr(A|B)] = 0.18

Pr(B)*[1 - Pr(A|B)] = 0.0

[add on 0.6 of Pr(B)]

[add on none of Pr(B)]

Pr(A∪B) = 0.4 + 0.18 = 0.58

Pr(A∪B) = 0.4 + 0.0 = 0.4

Figure 7. Example range for multivariate WIP, Pr(A∪B), which is the union of the WIP (chance of
impact) from A or WIP from B. Multivariate WIP ranges from its highest value to its lowest value
as the correlation (ρ) between the two possible impacts varies from anti-correlated to correlated.

In the anti-correlated case, only one of the impacts may occur. This means Pr(A|B) = 0 and all
of Pr(B) gets added on so that the joint probability is Pr(A∪B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B).
In the highly (i.e., entirely) correlated case, an impact from A must happen if an impact occurs
from B, so Pr(A|B) = 1 and none of Pr(B) gets added on. The entire last term of Equation 8
therefore drops out leaving Pr(A∪B) = Pr(A).
In the uncorrelated case, the two possible impacts are independent. A has no relationship with
B, so Pr(A|B) = Pr(A) and Pr(A∪B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B)*[1 - Pr(A)], which contains only known
quantities and can thus be calculated.
From this analysis, it is clear that multivariate WIP ranges from the value of the largest
component WIP up to the addition of the two WIP values (with a maximum of 100%).
(Note: This range holds true for combination of any number of single WIP values.)
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This analysis infers that multivariate WIP may be calculated if the correlation between the
component WIP values were understood and could be predicted. Unfortunately, the correlation
depends upon many factors presenting various, intractable challenges. These include:
•

Correlation among weather variables causing the impacts. This factor is actually
well understood but is highly complex. For example, the correlation between clouds and
icing can be estimated for any given situation. But such correlations are only a
contributor to the correlations of interest, between probabilities of impacts, which
becomes far more complex as the IF translates weather conditions into potential
impacts.

•

Size of the component WIP values. Larger values of Pr(A) and Pr(B) in Figure 7 force
a large overlap and infer a high degree of correlation. This may be seen as a natural
correlation of the phenomenon involved, but the correlation may not hold in general, as
the component probability values become small.

•

Complexity increases exponentially as number of component WIP values
increases. The chief complication arises as the number of component WIP values
increases beyond the simple case of two. For example, finding multivariate WIP from
four component WIP values requires knowledge of not just one joint probability, but 24
joint probabilities as shown below in Figure 8. The challenge gets exponentially greater
for overall WIP that may have to consider 10’s or even 100’s of component WIP values.
Pr(B)
Pr(A)

Pr(C)
Pr(D)

Figure 8. Venn diagram for four component WIP values.

In theory, calculating multivariate WIP could be done following the basic idea of Equation 5 but
using hyper-dimensional forecast PDF’s and IF’s. However, the necessary complexity would
likely be impractical in operations since it would take too long to produce real-time results and
would be too difficult to maintain. WIPCast therefore uses practical approaches that produce
reasonably accurate estimates in a timely manner and are easy to understand and maintain.
The two types of multivariate WIP, gridded vs. overall, each have their own unique approach.
2.4.1.1 Gridded WIP
Gridded, multivariate WIP describes the risk of an impact from two or more weather phenomena
within (a) small, fixed, predefined regions (or volumes for upper air variables), normally set by
the probabilistic forecast data grid (horizontal and vertical) and (b) short time periods, normally
set by the time increment of the forecast data. WIPCast estimates gridded WIP using an
analog-based approach that employs the past history of what occurred during particular risk
situations to infer the risk of an impact when presented with similar situations in the forecast
period. Rather than attempting to estimate all various correlations and/or joint probabilities in
order to then estimate multivariate WIP, we instead estimate it more directly, where the effects
of correlations and joint probabilities are included all at once.
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Our approach uses lookup tables whose elements represent class intervals of WIP values
associated with a specific set of weather risks and standard IF’s, valid at a specific forecast lead
time (since forecast probability, and thus WIP, are sensitive to error growth). The following
example is a 3-dimentional lookup table for WIP from icing, turbulence, and thunderstorms, for
the 12-h lead time. Using 10% class intervals, the table has 1000 elements where each value is
the fraction of times an impact was observed when the WIP for the 3 variables occurred within
the respective class interval.
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TURBC WIP

Figure 9. Graphical depiction of an example inquiry into a multivariate WIP lookup table.

To demonstrate use of the lookup table depicted in Figure 9, consider a current 12-hour forecast
lead time at a grid location where WIP for the separate weather phenomena (from Equation 5)
is 32% for TURBC, 23% for ICG, and 7% for TSTMS. (Note that multivariate WIP must be
somewhere between 32%, the highest WIP component, and 62%, the sum of all 3 component
WIP values.) Consulting the lookup table, 100 analog cases over the past 1 year of data had
WIP from TURBC between 25-35%, from ICG between 15-25%, and from TSTMS between 515%. Out of those cases, an impact was observed in 35, so multivariate WIP = 35/100 = 35%.
A challenge in this approach is that there is no comprehensive, reliable source of data on
impacts since flight operations are so limited relative to the extensive weather forecast
and flights normally avoid areas of potential impacts. The WIPCast solution is to use
past weather observations (which are plentiful) as proxy for impacts by translating from
observations to impacts. One way to make that translation, for say an impact from
turbulence, would be to assume that an impact occurs at a precise threshold of the turbulence
index, which is akin to standard application of IWEDA thresholds as discussed in section 2.3.
That method is not appropriate in WIPCast due to the use of an IF to describe the uncertainty of
an impact given specific weather conditions. Therefore, WIPCast determines if an impact
occurred by random chance based on the past observed weather and the IF.
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Consider the following example:
U

C

55%

TURBC
PDF

Obs: TI = 7.8
Figure 10. Demonstration of translating from a past weather observation to a probability of
impact, which is then used to randomly determine whether an impact occurred.

In this example, the observed turbulence index (TI) was 7.8 at a grid point for a past 12-h
forecast. Notice that the observation is essentially a random draw from the TURBC forecast
PDF since the forecast is calibrated. The IF indicates that the probability of impact = 42% for
the observed weather. A random draw from a 0-100 uniform distribution is then made, and an
impact is compiled into the lookup table data if the draw is less than 42.
The process for determining impact occurrence may appear to simply be generating random
noise in the lookup table when in fact it is capturing meaningful information. Consider two
sources of risk (i.e., 2 component WIP values) that are highly correlated. For any particular
case, the high correlation means that observation tends to sample at the same percentile on the
two associated forecast PDFs, so the two possible impacts tend to vary in tandem (i.e., likely
that both occur, or else that neither occur). The overall result is a minimization of the chance of
an impact (corresponding to the right extreme in Figure 7). The reverse scenario occurs for two
anti-correlated sources of risk; i.e., the observation samples at very different percentiles,
impacts vary oppositely, and chance of impact is maximized (corresponding to the left extreme
in Figure 7). The process of building the lookup tables is designed to capture this behavior and
reflect the existing correlations.
For building the multivariate lookup tables, there are two related issues:
1. How much historical data is needed?
2. How should the WIP class intervals be portioned?
One problem to avoid is under-sampling any particular element in a table, which would produce
noisy, meaningless results. At the same time, over-sampling any element may mean that
potential, more refined information is being missed. Generally then, greater amounts of historic
data are desired to allow more refined (smaller) and well sampled class intervals. However,
there may be seasonal influences on the results so using only recent data (similar to the
calibration approach) is appropriate. Also, certain combinations of WIP values for the weather
phenomena involved will likely show up more often than others so using a fixed WIP class
interval would lead to a highly variable population in each element. WIPCast therefore uses
flexible class intervals based on setting a minimum population requirement for an element, as
well as a minimum (or target) class interval for well-populated portions of the matrix.
A side benefit of the WIPCast approach to estimating multivariate WIP is that it provides
what is effectively a secondary calibration. In the example above (Figure 9), the WIP for the
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table’s element should be somewhere between 32% and 62%, depending of course on the
correlation amongst the component WIPs. However, the analog approach may indicate a
multivariate WIP of say 20%, even when well sampled, so a seemingly illogical result cannot be
attributed to noise. Such a result identifies systematic errors in the forecast PDFs that the
calibration process was not able to identify since it only works on each variable separately, and
thus misses errors tied to variable correlations.
2.4.1.2 Overall WIP
Overall WIP (which is always multivariate, as explained in Section 2.4.1) describes the risk of an
impact from one or more weather phenomena for an activity taking place over extended space
and time, normally over many locations within the forecast grid and multiple time increments.
An activity (such as a flight route) is defined by a series of consecutive locations and times that
are meant to represent a continuous path. Activities occur within the WIPCast forecast data grid
and a unique, interpolated value of WIP is calculated at each discrete location/time. Basing the
decision on a comparison of user’s risk tolerance to each individual WIP along the activity’s path
is normally inadequate (or potentially even misleading) given that overall WIP can often be
notably higher than even the highest individual WIP along the activity’s path. It is therefore
essential to compare the user’s risk tolerance to the overall WIP.
Calculation of overall WIP cannot be accomplished via the analog approach, since finding
matches for an entire activity associated with a specific pattern of sequential weather risks is not
feasible. Instead, the WIPCast approach is to apply the fundamental concept of correlation
among multiple risks. The difficulty is that an activity can encompass many individual potential
impacts (from each step along the activity’s path), thus requiring consideration of not just one
joint probability, but a plethora of them (as depicted in Figure 8). This difficulty is avoided by
calculating overall WIP as a series of N-1 two-element, multivariate WIP calculations (as in
Figure 7), where N is the total number of steps along the activity’s path.
Given two points, overall WIP from the two points is found by equation 9, where Pr(A) is the
larger of the two WIP values and Pr(B) is the smaller, and we use an assumed value of the
correlation (ρ):
Equation 9:

Pr (A ∪ B) ≈

Pr (A ) + Pr (B) * [1 − (1 − ρ ) * Pr (A ) − ρ ] for ρ ≥ 0
Pr (A ) + Pr (B) * [1 − (1 + ρ ) * Pr (A )] for ρ < 0, max of 1.0

As described in detail in section 4.8.3, overall WIP is repeatedly calculated between adjacent
sub-segments of a route and the sub-segments are then combined to form larger segments.
This process is repeated until the resulting segment covers the entire route and we have the
overall WIP. This strategy is designed to appropriately pick up the interconnected, temporal
correlations of WIP along the route.
Overall WIP is highly dependent upon ρ. The greater the correlation of WIP between
successive steps, the lower the rate of accumulation. To demonstrate, consider a flight route of
25 sequential steps through a gridded, multivariate WIP field due to possible impact from
multiple weather phenomena (turbulence, icing, thunderstorms, and low ceiling). WIP (over
time and space) is a uniform 5%, so gridded WIP is 5% at each step along the route. Overall
WIP may then be between 5% (if WIP is perfectly correlated between all steps) to 100% (if WIP
is perfectly anti-correlated between all steps).
Unfortunately, the true value (or even a good estimate) of ρ is unknown for any WIP, be it from a
multivariate set of impacts or even a univariate impact. Discovering such correlations is
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primarily hampered by the lack of a comprehensive data base of impacts from weather
phenomenon. But even if such data existed, the correlations may be impossibly complex to
diagnose, with dependencies such as the state of the atmosphere, the variable impact function,
the variety weather elements involved as well as their intensities, the time and space between
successive steps, and likely many other factors.
Of the various factors that can influence ρ, the greatest may be the time difference between
steps along the activity’s path. As the time difference (and thus also the space difference) is
decreased, ρ → 1.0. As the time difference is increased, ρ may become negative at some
point, but eventually ρ → 0.0 as the two WIP values become completely independent. This key
factor on overall WIP is estimated in WIPCast by making ρ dependent on the activity’s time
step. This is critical because, given a specific activity (occurring over a specific space and time,
and experiencing a continuum of weather risks), the overall WIP should not change if only the
time step is changed (i.e., while the route and resolution of the WIP field remain unchanged).
For practical calculation of overall WIP, WIPCast first makes the assumption that WIP is never
anti-correlated, and varies from perfectly correlated to independent as the time step increases.
Due to the linear assumption in Equation 9 for how a change in ρ effects the change in
accumulation of overall WIP, ρ must also change linearly as the time step changes, in order to
produce a consistent overall WIP. WIPCast therefore makes a second key assumption that the
WIP correlation reaches 0.0 (i.e., independent WIP along the path) when the time step is 40
minutes1. WIP correlation ( ρ ) is thus given by
WIP

ρ

Equation 10:

WIP

= -Δt/40min + 1.0

where Δt is the time step (in minutes) between points along an activity’s path.
Note that Δt may change not only between two different activities but also along one activity’s
path as the user needs to define a portion of the path with greater fidelity.
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Figure 11. WIP Correlation as a function of the time step between points along an activity’s path.

Note: Longer term, we plan to redo Equation 9 to make it nonlinear, which is likely more
realistic. That would also force Equation 10 to be nonlinear and more realistic. The above
approach is reasonable, though, for the initial implementation of WIPCast and will subsequently
be revisited.
1

The fixed selection of 40 minutes as the time step at which WIP correlation reaches zero may not be
appropriate for all missions and scenarios and needs to be revisited.
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2.5

AMBIGUITY

To understand ambiguity, and also appreciate its importance, consider that there are two types
of risk (or uncertainty in an outcome) which may face a decision maker – clear vs. unclear.
Eckel et al. (2012) presents the examples of betting on a roulette table as a clear risk, where the
odds of winning are precisely known, and betting on a horse, where the odds of winning are
only vaguely known. In both cases, risk analysis can arrive at a best decision by comparing the
risk to the decision maker’s risk tolerance, but only in the case of the roulette bet is the decision
always made with confidence (since the level of risk is known). For the horse bet, however, the
risk is merely an estimate, so the best decision can at times be unclear. In effect, the
uncertainty of the outcome (odds of winning) is itself uncertain. That 2nd order uncertainty,
distinctly different from the 1st order uncertainty, is called ambiguity.
An ensemble prediction system provides an estimate of 1st order uncertainty in the forecast as
represented in a forecast PDF, but that PDF is merely an estimate with some degree of random
and unclear error (Eckel et al. 2012). The primary causes of ambiguity in ensemble forecasts
are (a) limited sampling by an ensemble, due to the discrete number of members and (b)
deficiencies in the ensemble’s ability to simulate all sources of forecast uncertainty. The effect
of limited sampling alone can be very significant for a small ensemble, as displayed in Figure 12
(Allen 2009).

Figure 12. (Taken from figure 1, Allen 2009) Demonstration of ambiguity due to limited ensemble
sampling. An 8-member perfect ensemble was simulated by sampling from a hypothetical true
forecast PDF (solid line), defined as N(0,1). Ensemble members are represented with a histogram
and ensemble PDF (Gaussian fit to the members) is the dashed line. (a) Ensemble correctly
represents the true PDF. (b) Ensemble PDF has a random error centered too low with too small a
spread. (c) Ensemble PDF has a random error with too high a spread.
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A perfect ensemble that samples from the true PDF will be statistically consistent over many
cases (i.e., perfectly reliable), but can err notably in representing the true PDF on any one case
and thus err in the estimate of forecast probability (or risk) for a specific event (Eckel et al.
2012). Given an imperfect ensemble, as in today’s operational ensemble systems, the problem
is amplified as sensitivities to poorly simulated sources of forecast uncertainty can vary case-bycase in an unknown fashion and thus appear random. This compounds the random error in the
ensemble forecast PDF.
Eckel et al. (2012) developed statistical methods to estimate ambiguity (described below) and
applied them to operational ensemble forecasts. Figure 13 shows that ambiguity can be quite
significant even for a large, 51-member ensemble. It also shows that a sharper forecast PDF
(i.e., smaller spread) is more vulnerable to ambiguity effects since a small shift of the
ensemble’s PDF relative to the true PDF can cause a large error in the ensemble’s forecast
probability estimate.

Figure 13. (Taken from figure 13, Eckel et al. 2012) Ambiguity represented as a 90% confidence
interval about calibrated, 5-day, 2-m temperature forecasts from the 51-member Japanese
Meteorological Agency operational ensemble forecast. The dashed line is the expected value
from the calibrated forecasts, which demonstrate perfect reliability. The solid lines show the
upper and lower bound of the range of possible true value of probability given an ensemble
spread of 2.0°C (thin line) and 6.0°C (thick line).

Szczes (2008) showed how ambiguity information is critical to properly defining when a risk is
clearly acceptable (green stoplight) or unacceptable (red stoplight) vs. unclear (yellow stoplight).
When the confidence interval (range of possible values) about the expected value of risk
overlaps the user’s risk tolerance, the decision is unclear since the true risk may be either
acceptable or not acceptable. Allen and Eckel (2012) further demonstrated that ambiguity
information can be applied in the decision process to benefit the user. This involves
consideration of secondary factors important to the user that are not easily incorporated into the
risk tolerance, such as morale. The idea is that when the decision to act is unclear, the user
may base the decision on those secondary factors, thus maintaining the overall optimization of
the primary concerns while also optimizing with respect to the secondary ones.
WIPCast promotes the approach of decision making by secondary factors by
incorporating the effects of ambiguity into the risk analysis and conveying the impacts to
the user. From a decision support standpoint, this is one of the most significant
innovations of WIPCast. Figure 14 shows how WIPCast uses the redefined meaning of
marginal (Yellow stoplight) as an unclear decision due to the ambiguity, as opposed to the
traditional meaning of simply “be cautious of a possible impact.” The revised approach is much
more meaningful for risk management.
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Figure 14. Redefining marginal risk (what does “yellow” mean?)

2.5.1 CALCULATING AMBIGUITY
NOTE:
Appendix B, taken verbatim from Eckel et al (2012), describes the Randomly Calibrated
Resampling (RCR) technique employed by WIPCast as well as an alternative ambiguity
estimation approach called calibrated error sampling (CES). CES is less robust so not
used in WIPCast, but it is instructive nonetheless for understanding ambiguity and the
RCR method. Reading Appendix B prior to this section is therefore recommended.
WIPCast employs the randomly calibrated resampling (RCR) technique developed by Eckel et
al. (2012) to calculate ambiguity in both forecast probability and in WIP.
A challenge in implementing RCR is its fairly high real-time computational cost, which is
compounded in WIPCast. Ambiguity needs to be estimated not only for forecast probability but
also for WIP, which requires additional computations on all the resampled data.
Figure 15 provides a sample comparison of forecast probability ambiguity vs. WIP ambiguity.
The left panel in Figure 15 is an ambiguity distribution (similar to Figure 40b) of forecast
probability generated by 1,000 resamples of the ensemble members, each randomly calibrated
and turned into a probability for the specific event of ≥ MDT turbulence. The best-estimate of
87.8% comes from the calibrated ensemble forecast members, and CI is 74.3 to 99.1% (i.e., the
5th and 95th percentiles of the ambiguity distribution) found from sorting the 1,000 sample values
of probability and then picking out sample #50 and #950.
The mid and right panels in Figure 15 demonstrate calculation of WIP ambiguity. Each of the
1,000 resamples of the members are fit to a forecast PDF to then generate a possible WIP
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value for a specified IF using Equation 5. In this example, the original calibrated forecast PDF
results in a best-estimate of WIP 48.9%. The ambiguity distribution of WIP, shown on the right
panel, gives the 90% CI about the best-estimate, which in this example is 30.7–68.4%.
Ambiguity in Probability Forecast
Chance of Turbulence ≥ MDT

Ambiguity in WIP

p95
99.1%

Chance of Impact from Turbulence
Probability Density
Probability of Impact

pe
87.8%
p5
74.3%

WIP
48.9

WIP5
30.7

WIP95
68.4

Figure 15. Sample comparison of ambiguity in forecast probability (left) for the chance of
moderate or greater turbulence vs. ambiguity in WIP (right) for the chance of an impact from
turbulence for the standard turbulence IF.

Generating so many possible values of forecast probability and WIP, in order to define
ambiguity distributions and pick out the 5th and 95th percentiles, is simply not practical for realtime operations. WIPCast therefore employs a much less expensive approximation to estimate
the ambiguity distribution (and the percentiles) that introduces only a small, acceptable amount
of error (Figure 16). Instead of 1,000 resamples of the members’ values, only 50 are produced,
and just as above, turned into 50 samples of forecast probability and 50 samples of WIP. The
50 samples are then fit to a beta distribution (since probability is bound between 0 and 1), from
which the 5th and 95th percentiles are found via the inverse of the beta function. Comparing
results in Figure 15 and Figure 16, differences in the percentile values of up to 2% are typical.
Notice that there is no difference in the best-estimate value of forecast probability or WIP as it is
derived from the original, calibrated ensemble members.
Ambiguity in Probability Forecast

pe
87.8%
p5
72.7%

p95
98.4%

Chance of Impact from Turbulence
Probability Density
Probability of Impact

Chance of Turbulence ≥ MDT

Ambiguity in WIP

WIP
48.9

WIP5
29.5

WIP95
70.2

Figure 16. As in Figure 15, but using only 50 sample values each (not shown) of forecast
probability and WIP, which are each fitted to a beta PDF to estimate the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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2.5.2 AMBIGUITY FOR MULTIVARIATE WIP
For calculating ambiguity for multivariate WIP, the theoretically best approach would be to
individually apply many resampled WIP values for all sources involved, and multiple
combinations, through the lookup tables to arrive at a distribution of WIP for any one forecast
point. That requires too much real-time processing for practical application, so an alternative
and closely approximate approach is to use the ambiguity information produced (by RCR) for
each individual component to identify the extreme likely WIP values in the lookup table:
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Figure 17. Depiction of the process of estimating ambiguity of multivariate WIP.

2.6

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

WIPCast includes production of a variety of metrics for verification and validation (V&V) of the
skill of its probabilistic weather forecast information as well as for V&V of the utility of its
decision information. Description of most of metrics and tools mentioned below is found in
Joliffe and Stephenson (2003) and Wilks (2006). Metrics include analysis of their uncertainty
(i.e., error bars), normally produced by the bootstrap technique but occasionally by other
standard formulations.
V&V of probabilistic weather forecast skill focuses on the fundamental characteristics of the
ensemble output, such as statistical consistency and dispersion, and on the quality of
probabilistic forecasts for any particular event, with attention to reliability and resolution.
Evaluating both raw and calibrated forecasts enables analysis of the effectiveness of the
calibration procedure, and helps in general to identify forecasts aspects in need of improvement.
Specific planned metrics and tools include:
• dispersion diagrams
• binned spread-skill plots
• verification rank histograms
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• reliability diagrams
• Continuous Rank Probability Score (CRPS)
• Brier Skill Score (BSS) and its components (reliability and resolution)
V&V of probabilistic weather forecast utility focuses on determining whether decision
recommendations, based on the probabilistic forecasts, are actually beneficial to the end user.
General analysis (not tied to actual users or decisions) is to be accomplished using the relative
operating characteristic (ROC) diagram, the ROC skill score (ROCSS), and the economic value
diagram (or value score) for a particular event. Analysis for specific users is accomplished via
compilation of both simulated and actual decision outcomes, and comparison of
decisions/outcomes made with vs. without WIPCast. Simulated, yet realistic decisions are to be
produced (then analyzed) in a decision/outcome simulation routine that models real-world
decision scenarios and executes the associated activity within WIPCast’s archive of forecasts
and observations to determine the resulting outcomes. Real-world decisions and outcomes are
also to be compiled from limited live testing of WIPCast in an operational environment.
WIPCast is to produce these V&V metrics for two different tracks. The first application is
WIPCast R&D, which focuses on the scientific, detailed analysis of multiple aspects of WIPCast
algorithms for the purpose of their improvement. The second application is in the WIPCast user
interface, which focuses on building understanding and trust with the end user. This requires
real-time calculation of results as a user may select a unique event threshold, risk tolerance,
time frame, spatial location, etc. for an analysis of interest. It also involves intuitive plots,
diagrams, and graphics with inset explanations.
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3

WIPCAST DATA SOURCES

A WIPCast Data Source is responsible for processing raw observation and ensemble forecast
data (from some external data source such as AFWEPS) to derive and supply the WIPCast
Server with:
•

Raw ensemble forecast members, interpolated to the WIPCast domain, for the current
forecast cycle as well as historical, archived forecasts

•

Observation data, interpolated to the WIPCast domain, archived over the same period
as the archive of forecasts

•

Calibration LUT

•

Thunderstorm Probability LUT

•

Multivariate WIP LUT

A WIPCast Data Source must comply with, and fully support, the WIPCast Data Source / Server
API, thereby providing the server with a consistent interface across multiple disparate data
sources. A WIPCast Data Source is therefore responsible for encapsulating the peculiarities
and idiosyncrasies of a particular data source as needed to support this standardized interface
with the server (section 3.8, for example, discusses the implementation of the WIPCast Data
Source for AFWEPS).

3.1

DATA SOURCE API

The WIPCast Data Source API is used to transfer raw and trained data files from the data
source to the server. The data source provides the server with the subset of raw observation
and forecast data that is required for server-side processing.
Ensemble forecast data is supplied to the WIPCast Server from the WIPCast Data Source in
NETCDF format over a 3D gridded domain and over a forecast period at incremental time
intervals. The flag for a missing value is -9999.
The data source maintains a timestamp file indicating the date and time of the currently
available data. The server polls the data source periodically2 (polling interval is currently TBD)
and checks the contents of the timestamp file to determine if new data is available. When the
availability of new data is thereby detected, the new data files are retrieved from the data source
via HTTP or FTP.
The files containing the Shift Factor LUTs, Stretch Factor LUTs, Thunderstorm Probability LUTs,
and Multivariate WIP LUTs are provided in NetCDF format.

2

In the case of the AFWEPS Data Source, data updates are expected only once per day.
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Table 1. Variables for each ensemble forecast data member supplied by the WIPCast Data Source.

Name
Units
Type
Description
Supported by SBIR Phase 2 AFWEPS Data Source
n/a
3D
Icing index
IX
n/a
3D
Turbulence index (-9999 for grid point below the PBL)
TI
n/a
3D
Panofsky index (-9999 for grid point above the PBL)
PI
n/a
2D
Thunderstorm potential index
TPI
n/a
2D
Thunderstorm potential index, in mountains
TPIM
Future Plans
K
3D
Temperature
T
m/s
3D
Zonal wind speed
u
m/s
3D
Meridional wind speed
v
m/s
3D
Wind speed
WS
3D
Wind direction (blowing from)
WD
°
%
3D
Relative
humidity
RH
m
3D
Height of the pressure level
HGT
Pa
2D
Surface pressure
PSFC
Pa
2D
Sea level pressure
PMSL
%
2D
Surface Relative humidity (actually at 2m above ground)
RH2
K
2D
Surface temperature (actually at 2m above ground)
T2
m/s
2D
Surface zonal wind speed (actually at 10m above ground)
u10
Surface meridional wind speed (actually at 10m above
m/s
2D
v10
ground)
2
kg/m
2D
Accumulated precipitation
APCP
2D
Precipitation rate
PRATE mm/s
m
2D
Visibility at the surface
VIS
Height of the cloud ceiling (-9999 too few clouds for a
m
2D
CIG
ceiling)
m
2D
Height of cloud top
CT
m
2D
Height of the freezing level
HFRZ

3.2

OBSERVATION DATA

For training the calibration and ambiguity routines, and for verification studies, WIPCast needs
high quality weather observations of all forecast variables of interest. For the aviation use case,
this includes not only surface information (such as winds, visibility, cumulative precipitation, etc.
for airfield and surface operations), but also variables throughout the volume of the atmosphere
(such as winds, temperature, and relative humidity). Furthermore, the data needs to
continuously cover large operational domains. A gridded analysis of better or comparable
resolution to the forecast data is generally the preferred solution, but is unfortunately not always
available. Also, point observations are preferred when concerned with specific locations, such
as an airfield, since gridded data may not be as representative.
Section 3.8.1 discusses the observation data employed by the AFWEPS data source.
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3.3

FORECAST DATA

WIPCast assumes the availability of a forecast ensemble as the basis for the capabilities it
provides.
Section 3.8.3 discusses the forecast data supplied by the AFWEPS data source.

3.4

DERIVED VARIABLES

Raw model output from is post-processed to generate the derived variables required in
WIPCast. This is performed separately on each member of an ensemble.

3.4.1 TURBULENCE INDICES
Two distinct indices for turbulence are employed:
1. The turbulence index (TI) is employed above the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
2. The Panofsky index (PI) is employed within the PBL.
For calculating turbulence probability forecasts and WIP from turbulence, all members need to
produce the same index. Each point is therefore classified as within the PBL if the pressure
level height of 1 or more members is below the value of its PBL height field. Note that the PBL
model output variable data is normally in given as AGL so the model terrain height must first be
added to the PBL height before comparison with pressure level height.
The Data Source generates separate 3D fields for TI and PI over all forecast lead times. Points
within the PBL in the TI data are given a missing data value of -9999, and likewise for points
above the PBL in the PI field.
The turbulence index (TI) as designed by Ellrod and Knapp (1992) is a derived variable for
quantifying the turbulence intensity above the PBL, and is based on the gridded, forecast wind
field.
Equation 11:

TI = VWS * (DEF + CVG)

where VWS is the vertical wind shear

VWS =

Δu 2 + Δv 2
Δz

from the change in latitudinal and longitudinal wind components Δu and Δv over a
vertical distance Δz. DEF is the deformation of the wind field
2

⎛ Δu Δv ⎞ ⎛ Δv Δu ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
−
+
⎝ Δx Δy ⎠ ⎝ Δx Δy ⎠

DEF =

2

and CVG is the convergence

⎛ Δu Δv ⎞
⎟⎟
CVG = − ⎜⎜
+
⎝ Δx Δy ⎠
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Each ensemble member produces TI at each grid point, level, and forecast lead time.
Probability of LGT, MDT, and SVR turbulence calculated using uniform rank method and
AFWA’s TI thresholds (Table 2).
Table 2. Turbulence Index Thresholds

TI

PI

Turbulence Intensity

0-3

0-20

none

3-9

20-100

light (LGT)

9-14

100-250

moderate (MDT)

>14

>250

severe (SVR)

For turbulence within the PBL, the Panofsky index (PI) is employed (Boyle 1990, Passner 2000,
Brooks and Oder 2004).
Equation 12:

PI = windspeed * [1.0 – (RI / RIcrit) ]

where RI is the Richardson number, RI =

g is the acceleration due to gravity,
(Z), and

g ⎛ ∂θ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
θ ⎝ ∂Z ⎠
⎛ ∂V ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ ∂Z ⎠

2

∂θ
is change in potential temperature (θ) with height
∂Z

∂V
is the wind shear, RIcrit is the critical Richardson number, = 10.0.
∂Z

3.4.2 ICING INDEX (IX)
AFWA’s experimental icing forecast algorithm for the Joint Ensemble Forecast System (JEFS)
Categorical icing based on Icing Index thresholds


Potentially more realistic



Provides a continuous variable

Equation 13:

IX = TANH(RH*6 - 4)*TANH((T - 247)/10)*100

where RH is relative humidity (as a fraction of 1.0) and T is temperature (in deg K).
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Figure 18. Icing index values with indication of SVR (red), MDT (orange), and LGT (yellow) icing.

Table 3. Icing index thresholds

IX

Icing Intensity

0-58

none

58-83

light (LGT)

83-90

moderate (MDT)

>90

severe (SVR)

3.4.3 THUNDERSTORM POTENTIAL INDEX (TPI)
Developed by Gordon Brooks and Melissa J. Noehrenberg (Air Force Weather Agency), and
David Knapp (U.S. Army Research Laboratory), the thunderstorm potential index (TPI) is
actually an index of indices used by AFWA to predict the likelihood of thunderstorms. The
equation was tuned to AFWA’s 45km and 15km grids, and requires the variables listed below in
Table 4 and Table 5 as inputs.

Equation 14:

TPI = 100 * (0.1795 + 0.0073*K - 0.0149*B + 0.0008*S)

where:
K is the K index,
K = T850 - T500 + Td850 - (T700 - Td700)
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B is best lifted index (LI), which is the most unstable (i.e., lowest value) LI from each of
the six 30-mb thick (approx 1 km) "boundary" layers.
LI = T500 - TP500
S is the severe weather threat (SWEAT) index,
SWEAT = 12*Td850 + 20*(TT - 49) + 2*W850 + W500 + 125*(s + 0.2)
Note: If Td850 < 0, it is changed to Td850 = 0
TT is total totals index; TT = Td850 + T850 - 2(T500) or (Td850 - T500) + (T850 - T500)
Note: If TT < 49 then drop term W850
s is the sine of the 500 hPa wind direction (degrees) - 850 hPa wind direction
Note: The term 125(s + 0.2) is dropped when the φ850 is between 130° and 250°,
when the φ500 is between 210° and 310°, when (φ500 - φ850) > 0, or when W850 < 15
kts and W500 < 15 kts.
When using a domain that contains surface elevations about 5,000 ft and higher, the 850 hPa
pressure level can reach the surface (i.e., surface pressure < 850 hPa) making TPI difficult, but
not impossible to calculate. Forecast model output normally contains 850 hPa data even under
ground as an extrapolation, but it can have questionable physical meaning so is best avoided.
Therefore, AFWA introduced the mountain TPI (or TPIM) for use wherever surface pressure <
850 hPa.
Equation 15:

TPIM = 100 * (0.2101 + 0.7611*(PW÷25.4) - 0.054*B)

A problem thus arises in WIPCast where interpolation of the thunderstorm index is necessary at
waypoints between grid points having a mix of TPI and TPIM. (Note: Interpolation of the final
probabilities rather than index values is not a solution since such interpolation yields
questionable results.) A solution is to calculate both TPI and TPIM over the full domain, and let
the interpolation algorithm choose which one to use. To support that algorithm, a binary gridded
field is also produced showing the best designation at each grid point – regular point (value =
1.0) where the ensemble mean’s surface pressure > 850 hPa, otherwise mountain point (value
= 0.0).
Table 4. Required, direct model output variable data:

T850
T700
T500
Td850
Td700
u850
v850
u500
v500
PW

11-Sep -2013, v1.0

temperature (°C) at the 850 hPa level
temperature (°C) at the 700 hPa level
temperature (°C) at the 500 hPa level
dew point temperature (°C) at the 850 hPa level
dew point temperature (°C) at the 700 hPa level
850 hPa zonal wind speed (m/s)
850 hPa meridional wind speed (m/s)
500 hPa zonal wind speed (m/s)
500 hPa meridional wind speed (m/s)
precipitable water, the depth of water (mm) in a
column of the atmosphere if all the water in that
column were precipitated as rain.
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Table 5. Required Derived Variables.

TP500

W850
W500

φ850
φ500

3.5

The 500 hPa temperature which a parcel will achieve when lifted
dry-adiabatically from the surface to its lifted condensation level
and then moist-adiabatically to 500 hPa. (In the lifting process,
the lower 1 km mean mixing ratio is used as well as the
observed/forecasted surface temperature.)
850 hPa wind speed (kts)
500 hPa wind speed (kts)
850 hPa wind direction (degrees)
500 hPa wind direction (degrees)

FORECAST CALIBRATION TRAINING MODULE

Input: Ensemble forecast data and verifying observations
Output: Dependent upon variable type:
•

For any variable corrected by the shift-and-stretch, output is multidimensional
Calibration LUTs of ensemble forecast calibration coefficients (separate table for
shift factor vs. stretch factor), with stratification (i.e., table dimensions) as
described below.

•

The other, special variables have unique calibration training output.

In dealing with derived variables, there is a choice between calibrating the state variables (or
direct model output) used in deriving the final variables (e.g., wind components for TI) or directly
calibrating the derived variables. WIPCast does the latter to avoid the complications presented
by correlations in the state variables. But note that calibration of state variables is also done for
variables of interest to end users (e.g., surface temperate)
The majority of variables are calibrated using the shift-and-stretch method (see Section 2.1).
Shift and stretch factors for a particular forecast variable (whether it be derived or direct model
output) are calculated, written into lookup tables, and later applied in real-time, over different
data subsets to capture various dependencies of the systematic error. This stratification is,
however, done conservatively in order to maintain sufficient sample size in any subset to
produce meaningful results. Stratification is done somewhat differently depending on the type
of variable (upper atmosphere vs. surface), as well as for the 1st vs. 2nd moment calibration.

3.5.1 UPPER ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLE CALIBRATION
Includes: Turbulence Index (TI), Icing Index (IX), Temperature (T), Relative Humidity (RH)
Shift factors and stretch factors are computed following Equation 2 and Equation 4 (section 2.1),
with the following stratifications:
1) Seasonal: A recent training period, defined as the latest 14 days of forecasts and verifying
observations, is used to capture seasonal dependencies of the systematic errors. This
stratification is not handled as a separate table dimension (as others below) but rather a
complete update of the tables on a daily basis.
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2) Forecast Lead Time: Each lead time is handled separately since systematic errors can be
highly dependent on the increasing error growth over the forecast cycle.
3) Time of Day: Diurnal influences on systematic error are often significant. Since WIPCast
currently uses forecasts initialized once per day (06 UTC), breaking out calibration by
forecast lead time naturally also breaks out the calibration by time of day. If/when using
forecasts initialized multiple times in one day, attention will have to be paid to the diurnal
effect in handling calibration.
4) Vertical: Each model level is handled separately since systematic errors can be very
different in the boundary layer vs. the free atmosphere.
5) Deterministic Forecast: (for shift factor only) A variety of influences on 1st-moment bias,
such as atmospheric stability and synoptic flow, can be captured by conditioning the shift
factor on the prediction of the forecast variable itself. The following plot is an example
(from WIPCast Phase 1) showing the dependency of the IX shift factor on the IX forecast.

Figure 19. Sample shift factors for IX, which are dependent on the value of the IX itself.

6) Uncertainty Prediction: (for stretch factor only) A similar argument to the last item holds
true for the 2nd-moment bias. WIPCast therefore trains the stretch factor based on the
prediction of the forecast uncertainty (i.e., the ensemble spread).

Stretch Factor for TI at level 10 (775 hPa)

Figure 20. Sample stretch factors for TI using, which are dependent on the ensemble spread
itself, using flexible class intervals of ensemble spread.

7) Ensemble Member: (for shift factor only) In calibrating a multi-model ensemble, each
member may have unique model biases and thus requires a unique set of shift factors.
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Lookup table dimensions
Shift Factor:
1. Lead time (×49)
2. Level (×27)
3. Deterministic Forecast
a. IX: (×102) using a class intervals of 1.0, except bin #1 is for IX =0 and bin #102
is for IX = 100
b. TI: (×20?) using TI class intervals of 1.0, except bin #1 is for TI = 0
c. PI: (×20?) using PI class intervals of 5.0, except bin #1 is for PI = 0
4. Ensemble Member (×10)
5. Shift Factor PDF (×2). This is the mean shift factor, used to produce the best-estimate
forecast, and the variance of the shift factor used to compute ambiguity.
Stretch Factor:
1. Lead time (×49)
2. Level (×27)
3. Uncertainty Prediction (using flexible ensemble spread class intervals as specified in a
separate variable in the NetCDF file.
4. Stretch Factor PDF (×2). This is the mean stretch factor, used to produce the bestestimate forecast, and the variance of the stretch factor used to compute ambiguity.

3.5.2 SURFACE VARIABLE CALIBRATION
Includes: Temperature, Visibility, Precipitation, Pressure,
Shift factors and stretch factors are computed following Equation 2 and Equation 4 (see Section
2.1), with the following stratifications:
1) Seasonal: Same as for upper atmospheric variables, except much more than 14-days is
required as the coefficients are fully localizing.
2) Forecast Lead Time: Same as above.
3) Time of Day: Same as above.
4) Spatial: Each model grid point is handled separately since systematic errors are highly
dependent on surface characteristics.
5) Deterministic Foreast: Same as above.
6) Uncertainty Prediction: Same as above.
7) Ensemble Member: Same as above.
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3.5.3 THUNDERSTORM CALIBRATION
Producing calibrated, probabilistic thunderstorm forecasts is a much different process than most
WIPCast events. Instead of first calibrating the ensemble members by shift-and-stretch
followed by calculating forecast probability via uniform ranks, thunderstorm probability is found
by mapping the TPI directly to the thunderstorm (i.e., lightning) observations. However, this is
not done for each ensemble member, in order to avoid double counting of forecast uncertainty.
That is, computing TPI for each ensemble member, mapping to lightning data to come up with
% of T-storm for each member, and then combining for an ensemble-based % of T-storm would
pick up forecast uncertainty twice (once from the ensemble spread and again from relating TPI
to observed thunderstorms).
Instead, % of T-storm is found by mapping the ensemble mean TPI to the lightning data:
Training:
1) Interpolate all variables required for TPI calculation to the WIPCast grid.
2) Classify each horizontal forecast point as regular point if the ensemble mean surface
pressure > 850 hPa, or as a mountain point otherwise. (Note that a particular grid
location may change from regular to mountain classification between different forecast
lead times.)
3) For each member, calculate TPI at points classified regular or calculate TPIM at points
classified as mountain.
4) Compute ensemble mean TPI at points classified regular or calculate ensemble mean
TPIM at points classified as mountain.
5) Compute ensemble mean PRATE using all members containing the PRATE variable,
which may be fewer than the total # of members. Then, classify each forecast point as
of precipitation occurring if ensemble mean’s PRATE ≥ 0.005 in/h (3.5278e-05 mm/s), or
precipitation not occurring (0 = no) otherwise.
6) Turn lightning data into binary (0/1) T-storm grid over the WIPCast grid at all valid times,
where a T-storm is recorded for one or more lightning strikes in a grid box within 30
minutes of a valid time.
7) Over all grid points, and for each forecast lead time separately, build history of TPI vs.
binary T-storm (or TPIM vs. binary T-storm), separated by occurrence/nonoccurrence of
forecast precipitation.
8) Compute % of T-storm for class intervals of TPI (or TPIM)
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Probability of Thunderstorm (%)

Training Period: 01 Apr – 02 May 2012
Forecast Lead Time: 6 hours (12 UTC)
Precipitation in the Forecast

8
6

No Precipitation in the Forecast

4
2
0

Figure 21. Sample results for probability of thunderstorm vs. TPI

The 2 separate thunderstorm LUTs, one for TPI and one for TPIM, are updated daily and have
the dimensions:
1. Lead time (×49)
2. Precipitation Occurring (×2)
3. TPI (or TPIM) value (uses flexible class intervals)

3.6

AMBIGUITY TRAINING MODULE

Input:
•

Extended set (60 days) of past ensemble forecast data and observation data

•

Ensemble forecast calibration coefficients (output of the Forecast Calibration Training
Module; see Section 3.5)

Output: Coefficients for RCR’s random calibration for every required forecast variable
•

Shift factor variance, in the Shift Factor LUT

•

Stretch factor variance, in the Stretch Factor LUT

Generates the shift factor PDF and the stretch factor PDF required for RCR’s random calibration
These PDFs describe the range of possible “correct” adjustments to the raw forecast that exist
due to the day-to-day variability in systematic error from limitations in the ensemble design. The
distributions must not include representation of the effects of limited sampling by the n-member
ensemble, so that variability must be removed in the PDF generation process.
The process of generating the two PDFs involves following the calibration training procedure
separately over M past forecast cases to get M samples of the shift factor and the stretch factor
for any particular forecast variable. The M shift factors are fit to a Gaussian PDF and the M
stretch factors (which are bound by 0) are fit to a Gamma PDF.
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Checks for any discrepancy between the mean of each distribution matches the calibration
coefficients, which may occur if the calibration coefficients were trained over a different
(shorter?) period of past forecasts/observations. If there is a difference, re-centers each PDF
on the calibration coefficients’ values.

3.7

MULTIVARIATE WIP TRAINING MODULE

Input:
•

Observation data and ensemble forecast data

•

Ensemble forecast calibration coefficients (output of the Forecast Calibration Training
Module; see Section 3.5)

Output: Multivariate WIP LUTs
TBD

3.8

WIPCAST DATA SOURCE SAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION: AFWEPS

For the Army aviation use case targeted by the U.S. Army SBIR that provided initial funding for
WIPCast development, the Air Force Weather Ensemble Prediction System (AFWEPS) was
selected to serve as the forecast data source.
The subsections that follow detail the implementation of the WIPCast Data Source for AFWEPS.

3.8.1 OBSERVATION DATA FOR AFWEPS
The AFWEPS data source employs the following to serve as its observation data:
•

NOAA Rapid Refresh Model (Section 3.8.1.1)

•

Real-time Mesoscale Analysis (Section 3.8.1.2)

•

National Lightning Detection Network (Section 3.8.1.3)

•

METAR data (Section 3.8.2)

3.8.1.1 Rapid Refresh Model (RAP)
Rapid Refresh Model (RAP) is NOAA’s hourly-updated assimilation/modeling system, which
became operational at NCEP on 1 May 2012.
The 3D gridded analysis is used as ground truth in the WIPCast AFWEPS data source for upper
atmosphere and some surface variables. Additionally, the RAP short term precipitation forecast
may be used as ground truth for cumulative precipitation. The hourly RAP data is downloaded
hourly in GriB2 format.
Key Specifications (for more details, see http://rapidrefresh.noaa.gov/)
• Horizontal Grid: 13-km rotated lat-lon projection, 759x567 mass-point domain (Arakawa
C grid)
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• Vertical Levels: 50 vertical levels, ptop=10hPa, sigma vertical coordinate
• Forecast Model: WRFv3.3.1+
• Data Assimilation: Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI) analysis system (with
cloud/hydrometeor analysis added)

Figure 22. RAP horizontal domain in red. (Old domain in black)
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Table 6. List of variables (called a GriB VTABLE) in the RAP data. Variables with a Level Code of
100 and Level 1 of * are 3D variables (i.e., have values on multiple pressure levels).
GRIB | Level| Level| Level| REGRID
| REGRID | REGRID
|
Code | Code |
1 |
2 | Name
| Units
| Description
|
-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+---------------------------------------------+
11 | 100 |
* |
| TT
| K
| Temperature
|
33 | 100 |
* |
| UU
| m s{-1} | U
|
34 | 100 |
* |
| VV
| m s{-1} | V
|
39 | 100 |
* |
| VVEL
| Pa s{-1} | Vertical velocity
|
52 | 100 |
* |
| RH
| %
| Relative Humidity
|
7
| 100 |
* |
| HGT
| m
| Height
|
1
| 1
|
0 |
| PSFC
| Pa
| Surface Pressure
|
129 | 102 |
0 |
| PMSL
| Pa
| Sea Level Pressure
|
52 | 105 |
2 |
| RH
| %
| Relative Humidity at 2 m
|
11 | 105 |
2 |
| TT
| K
| Temperature at 2 m
|
33 | 105 |
10 |
| UU
| m s{-1} | U at 10 m
|
34 | 105 |
10 |
| VV
| m s{-1} | V at 10 m
|
11 | 1
|
0 |
| SKINTEMP | K
| Surface temperature
|
7
| 1
|
0 |
| SOILHGT | m
| Surface geopotential
|
65 | 1
|
0 |
| SNOW
| kg m{-2} | Water equivalent of accum snow depth
|
14 | 1
|
0 |
| EPOTSFC | K
| Surface EPOT
|
157 | 1
|
0 |
| CAPESFC | J kg{-1} | Surface CAPE
|
156 | 1
|
0 |
| CINSFC
| J kg{-1} | Surface CIN
|
52 | 4
|
0 |
| RH
| %
| 0C Isotherm RH
|
13 | 105 |
2 |
| POT2M
| K
| 2m Pot temp
|
17 | 105 |
2 |
| DPT2M
| K
| 2m dew point temp
|
18 | 105 |
2 |
| DEPR2M
| K
| 2m dew point depr
|
51 | 105 |
2 |
| SPFH2M
| kg kg{-1}| 2m specific humidity
|
62 | 1
|
0 |
| NCPCP
| kg m{-2} | Large-scale precipitation
|
63 | 1
|
0 |
| ACPCP
| kg m{-2} | Convective precipitation
|
140 | 1
|
0 |
| CRAIN
|
| Categorical rain (yes=1; no=0)
|
141 | 1
|
0 |
| CFRZR
|
| Categorical freezing rain (yes=1; no=0)
|
142 | 1
|
0 |
| CICEP
|
| Categorical ice pellets (yes=1; no=0)
|
143 | 1
|
0 |
| CSNOW
|
| Categorical snow (yes=1; no=0)
|
59 | 1
|
0 |
| PRATE
| kg m2 s | Precipitation rate
|
207 | 1
|
0 |
| MSTAV
| %
| Moisture availability
|
235 | 1
|
0 |
| SSRUN
| kg m{-2} | Storm surface runoff
|
190 | 106 |
10 | 0
| HLCY01K | m2 s{-2} | Helicity from 0-1km AGL
|
66 | 1
|
0 |
| SNOWD
| m
| Snow depth
|
54 | 200 |
0 |
| PWAT
| kg m{-2} | Precipitable water in column
|
234 | 1
|
0 |
| BGRUN
| kg m{-2} | Baseflow-groundwater runoff
|
221 | 1
|
0 |
| HPBL
| m
| PBL height
|
7
| 2
|
0 |
| CLDBASE | m
| Cloud base height
|
7
| 3
|
0 |
| CLDTOP
| m
| Cloud top height
|
7
| 243 |
0 |
| CVCLDTOP | m
| Convective cloud top level
|
7
| 247 |
0 |
| HGTEQUIL | m
| Equilibrium level
|
20 | 1
|
0 |
| VIS
| m
| Visibility
|
3
| 1
|
0 |
| PTEND
| Pa s{-1} | Pressure tendency
|
190 | 106 |
30 | 0
| HLCY03K | m{2}s{-2}| Storm relative helicity 3000-0 m above gnd |
131 | 101 |
50 | 100 | LFTX
| K
| Surface lifted index 500-1000 mb
|
132 | 116 | 180 | 0
| LFTX4
| K
| Best (4 layer) lifted index 180-0 mb AGL
|
196 | 106 |
60 | 0
| USTM
| m s{-1} | u-component of storm motion 6000-0 m AGL
|
197 | 106 |
60 | 0
| VSTM
| m s{-1} | v-component of storm motion 6000-0 m AGL
|
141 | 116 | 255 | 0
| CFRZR
|
| Cat frz rain (yes=1; no=0) 255-0 mb AGL
|
-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+---------------------------------------------+

3.8.1.2 Real-time Mesoscale Analysis (RTMA)
NOAA/NWS Real-time Mesoscale Analysis (RTMA) provides 2.5km coverage over CONUS for
surface variables on an hourly basis.
3.8.1.3 National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN)
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), produced by Vaisala provides:
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•

Flash detection efficiency greater than 95%

•

Median location accuracy of 250m or better

•

Event timing precision of 1 microsecond RMS or less

Data received
and archived
at UW Atmos.
Sci. Dept.

Figure 23. NLDN data production and flow (adapted from figure in Vaisala (2011))

In the WIPCast AFWEPS data source, a thunderstorm is defined as the occurrence of any
lightning (any number of cloud-to-cloud or cloud-to-ground strikes). So if at least one lightning
strike occurs within a 13-km grid box and within ±30min of the hour, that grid/time is recorded as
a thunderstorm.
For further information on NLDN, see:
http://www.vaisala.com/en/products/thunderstormandlightningdetectionsystems/Pages/NLDN.aspx

3.8.2 METEOROLOGICAL TERMINAL AVIATION ROUTINE (METAR)
METAR weather data provides standard, hourly surface weather observation reports at specific
locations.
METAR reports typically come from airports or permanent weather observation stations.
Reports are generated once an hour or half-hour, but if conditions change significantly, a report
known as a special (SPECI) may be issued. Some METAR reports are encoded by automated
airport weather stations located at airports, military bases, and other sites. Some locations still
use augmented observations, which are recorded by digital sensors, encoded via software, and
then reviewed by certified weather observers or forecasters prior to being transmitted.
Observations may also be taken by trained observers or forecasters who manually observe and
encode their observations prior to transmission.3

3.8.3 AFWEPS FORECAST DATA
For the initial WIPCast prototype implementation for the Army Air use case, the primary forecast
data source is the Air Force Weather Ensemble Prediction System (AFWEPS). The red box in
Figure 24 shows the extent of the AFWEPS 4-km model domain, which has a total of 500×280 =
14,000 grid points.

3

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/METAR
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When refit to a subgrid of the 13-km domain RAP (shown by the blue outline), the AFWEPS
data covers the color filled region. Note that the blue box includes 189×109 = 20,601 grid points
cut out from the much larger 13-km RAP domain, and defines the extent of the WIPCast data
arrays. Grid points in the blue domain without AFWEPS data (white areas inside the blue box)
have values set to -9999 in the WIPCast data arrays. This design is necessary due to the offset
between the 4-km AFWEPS and 13-km RAP grids.

Figure 24. The blue box shows the WIPCast domain covered by data arrays when using AFWEPS
data. The color filled region, which is a sample 2-m temperature forecast, shows the region
actually covered by valid data, and is thus the region display by WIPCast products.

Reasons for selection of this particular geographic region include:
• Contains a wide variety of high impact weather conditions relevant to Army air missions
including intense convection, winter weather, heat, and dust storms.
• Spans highly diverse terrain.
• Includes numerous army installations and assets for potential live testing and evaluation
of WIPCast.
• In addition to the RAP analysis, there is extensive surface observation data available.
The AFWEPS data has 27 vertical levels (including surface data), with a vertical resolution of 25
millibars for levels below 700 mb, and 50 millibar resolution above that. These levels mostly
match up with RAP data except the upper most level (50mb) is dropped. Table 7 shows the
matching data levels, as used by WIPCast, with approximate geopotential height (by US
standard atmosphere) for the levels above the surface. Note that these heights are variable.
No vertical interpolation is performed by WIPCast, so WIPCast data arrays cover these same
levels.
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Table 7. Matching data levels between AFWEPS and RAP.

Level Pressure
#
(hPa)
100
25
150
24
200
23
250
22
300
21
350
20
400
19
450
18
500
17
550
16
600
15
650
14
700
13
725
12
750
11
775
10
800
9
825
8
850
7
875
6
900
5
925
4
950
3
975
2
1000
1
0 surface

Standard
Height (ft)
53,000
44,600
38,700
34,000
30,000
26,600
23,600
20,800
18,300
16,000
13,800
11,800
9,900
9,000
8,100
7,200
6,400
5,600
4,800
4,000
3,200
2,500
1,800
1,000
350
0

Height
Delta (ft)
8400
5900
4700
4000
3400
3000
2800
2500
2300
2200
2000
1900
900
900
900
800
800
800
800
800
700
700
800
650
350

The AFWEPS 48-h forecast is run once a day, initialized at 06 UTC. The 06 UTC forecast cycle
is based on 00 UTC global ensemble data (i.e., model initialization and 6-hourly lateral
boundary condition updates are based on 00Z global ensemble members, beginning at their 6-h
forecast lead time). Output of 20km data comes at 3 hour intervals over the forecast period
while the 4-km data has 1-hour intervals.
The AFWEPS data is received in GriB1 format from AFWA each day in the 13-15 UTC
timeframe. Each ensemble member contains the variables listed in Table 8, with the exception
that some members may not have PRATE.
AFWEPS is a 10-member, multi-analysis, multi-model ensemble. All members are based on
the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model but each uses a different configuration of
model physics. For varying ensemble initial conditions, various analyses produced by different
operational prediction centers are used. More details on basic design of AFWEPS can be found
at Hacker et al. 2011. AFWA may periodically perform AFWEPS operational upgrades,
notionally on a 6 month cycle.
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Table 8. List of variables (called a GriB VTABLE) in AFWEPS data. Variables with a Level Code of
100 and Leve 1 of * are 3D variables (i.e., have values on multiple pressure levels).
GRIB | Level| Level| Level| REGRID
| REGRID | REGRID
|
Code | Code |
1 |
2 | Name
| Units
| Description
|
-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+---------------------------------------------+
11 | 100 |
* |
| TT
| K
| Temperature
|
33 | 100 |
* |
| UU
| m s{-1} | U
|
34 | 100 |
* |
| VV
| m s{-1} | V
|
39 | 100 |
* |
| VVEL
| Pa s{-1} | Vertical velocity
|
52 | 100 |
* |
| RH
| %
| Relative Humidity
|
7
| 100 |
* |
| HGT
| m
| Height
|
1
| 1
|
0 |
| PSFC
| Pa
| Surface Pressure
|
2
| 102 |
0 |
| PMSL
| Pa
| Sea Level Pressure
|
52 | 105 |
2 |
| RH
| %
| Relative Humidity at 2 m
|
11 | 105 |
2 |
| TT
| K
| Temperature at 2 m
|
33 | 105 |
10 |
| UU
| m s{-1} | U at 10 m
|
34 | 105 |
10 |
| VV
| m s{-1} | V at 10 m
|
7
| 1
|
0 |
| SOILHGT | m
| Surface geopotential
|
17 | 105 |
2 |
| DPT2M
| K
| 2m dew point temp
|
61 | 1
|
0 |
| ACPCP
| kg m{-2} | Large-scale precipitation
|
59 | 1
|
0 |
| PRATE
| kg m2 s | Precipitation rate
|
41 | 100 | 500 |
| ABSV
| s{-1}
| Absolute vorticity
|
157 | 1
|
0 |
| CAPESFC | J kg{-1} | Surface CAPE
|
157 | 116 | 180 |
0 | CAPE
| J kg{-1} | CAPE 0-180 mb AGL
|
157 | 116 |
90 |
0 | CAPE
| J kg{-1} | CAPE 0-90 mb AGL
|
221 | 1
|
0 |
| HPBL
| m
| PBL height AGL
|
132 | 180 | 116 |
| LFTX4
| K
| Best 4-layer lifted index
|
136 | 0
| 200 |
| CLDW
| kg m{-2} | Total cloud water
|
137 | 0
|
1 |
| CLDI
| kg m{-2} | Total cloud ice
|
176 | 1
|
0 |
0 | SNOCL
| %
| Snow cover
|
177 | 1
|
0 |
0 | VIS
| m
| Visibility
|
199 | 200 |
0 |
0 | VIL
| mm
| Vertically integrated liquid
|
201 | 200 |
0 |
0 | ECHOTOPS | m
| Radar echo tops
|
202 | 0
| 200 |
0 | FRZHGT
| m
| Freezing level height
|
203 | 0
|
1 |
0 | VIFZRA
| mm
| Vertically integrated FRZA
|
204 | 0
| 200 |
0 | DREFC
| dBZ
| Diagnostic composite radar reflectivity
|
210 | 1
|
0 |
0 | TRANS
| w m{-2} | Transpiration
|
211 | 1
|
0 |
0 | REFD
| dBZ
| Reflectivity
|
215 | 50
| 106 | 20 | UHMAX
| m2 s{-2} | Max updraft helicity over previous hour
|
217 | 10
| 105 |
0 | RFMAX
| dBZ
| Max 1km reflectivity over previous hour
|
218 | 10
| 105 |
0 | WSMAX
| m s{-1} | Max 10m WSPD over prvious hour
|
219 | 0
|
1 |
0 | TSD1D
| K
| Std. dev. of IR T over 1x1 deg area
|
220 | 40
| 101 | 100 | WUMAX
| m s{-1} | Max upward W over previous hour
|
223 | 40
| 101 | 100 | WDMAX
| m s{-1} | Max downward W over previous hour
|
231 | 0
|
1 |
0 | DUST1
| ug kg{-1}| Dust mixing ratio bin 1 0.5 um
|
240 | 0
|
1 |
0 | EDUST5
| ug kg{-1}| Dust mixing ratio bin 5 8.0 um
|
225 | 0
|
1 |
0 | VGTYP
| cat
| Vegetation type (as in SiB) [0..13]
|
246 | 0
|
1 |
0 | VIS_DUST | mi
| Visibility due to dust only
|
-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+---------------------------------------------+
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Table 9. Configuration of AFWEPS Multiphysics Ensemble [Hacker et. al., 2011]
Member
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Initial
Condition
GFS
UKMet
CMC

Land Surface
Thermal
RUC
Thermal
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
RUC
RUC
RUC

PBL Microphysics Cumulus Long-wave Short-wave
YSU
MYJ
MYJ
MYJ
MYJ
YSU
MYJ
YSU
YSU
MYJ

Kessler
Eta
WSM6
Kessler
Lin
WSM5
WSM5
Lin
Eta
Thompson

KF
KF
KF
BM
Grell
KF
Grell
BM
BM
Grell

RRTM
RRTM
RRTM
CAM
CAM
RRTM
RRTM
CAM
RRTM
CAM

Dudhia
Dudhia
CAM
Dudhia
CAM
Dudhia
Dudhia
Dudhia
CAM
CAM

3.8.4 DATA INTERPOLATION IN AFWEPS DATA SOURCE
The interpolation process in the WIPCast AFWEPS Data Source uses the WRF preprocessing
programs geogrid, ungrib and metgrid, the NCEP cnvgrib program, and the University of
Washington program interp-grid-to-grid. The process also uses WRF static map files to
describe the domains involved:
•

For RAP, the static file geo_em.d01.nc.rap describes a domain is a bit bigger than the
entire AFWEPS domain and exactly on the projection and resolution of the raw RAP.
This domain is thus a subset of the full RAP 13km native grid, and also defines the
WIPCast data domain.

•

For AFWEPS, the static file geo_em.d01.nc.afweps describes a domain that is a couple
grid points smaller than the native AFWEPS domain, and is on the same projection and
resolution as the native AFWEPS.

The interpolation process (performed daily on both RAP and AFWEPS data) is as follows:
1. Convert RAP from grib2 to grib1. (Note: Not required for AFWEPS which is grib1 data.)
2. Run WRF ungrib to convert grib to a WRF file format
3. Run WRF metgrid to trim all data to the final, static domain
4. Interpolate (using bilinear interpolation) AFWEPS to WIPCast domain. (Note: Not
required for RAP data.)
5. Prune both AFWA and RAP vertical level data to keep only the matching levels.
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4

WIPCAST SERVER

The WIPCast Server is responsible for performing the following functions:
•

Calibration of ensemble forecast data

•

Interpolation of ensemble forecast data to user’s route

•

Probabilistic forecast calculation

•

Ambiguity calculation

•

Impact function derivation and application

•

WIP calculation

4.1

SERVER ARCHITECTURE

The WIPCast server is architected for scalability and performance. Accordingly, its internal
architecture consists of two distinct layers:
•

Public layer consisting of a set of services that provide external access to all WIPCast
functionality.

•

Private layer consisting of a set of services that perform all WIP calculation and
processing.

The architectural separation of WIPCast’s public and private services facilitates enhanced
performance and scalability by enabling private services to be deployed independently on more
powerful hardware (or a cluster), given the computationally intensive nature of WIP processing.
As shown in Figure 25, the public layer consists of the following services:
•

Authentication Service. Provides authentication via a standard authentication token
approach which is then required to access all other WIPCast services. While there is
currently no notion of user roles and privileges (i.e., all users currently have full access
to all services), such capabilities are planned for a future release.

•

Scenario Management Service. Provides access to user-defined scenarios, including
content, metadata and status.

•

WIPCast Query Service. Provides all WIP values for a specified route or a region.
Essentially serves as a pass-through of WIP queries to the private services for the
performance and scalability reasons discussed herein.

•

KML Generation Service. Generates platform-independent KML files for rendering WIP
query results (routes, regions, etc.) in Google Earth desktop viewers.
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Figure 25. WIPCast Server Public and Private Layers

Figure 26 provides an overview of the processing performed by the WIPCast private services.

Figure 26. WIPCast Server Processing and Data Flow
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Leveraging the architectural separation of public and private services, the following WIPCast
server deployment configurations are supported:
•

Single Process. WIPCast public and private services are embedded in a single
process.

•

Single Server. WIPCast public services and private services are run in separate
processes but are deployed on the same server machine.

•

Cluster. WIPCast private services are deployed on a server cluster.4

Another key tenet of the WIPCast server architecture is platform independence. The WIPCast
server is therefore implemented entirely using platform independent languages (Java, Scala and
Python). It is worth noting that the use of Scala for implementation of much of the WIP
processing chain aids not only in platform independence, but also in performance and scalability
for which the Scala language was specifically designed.
The data source provides the server with the subset of raw observation and forecast data that is
required for server-side processing. Once retrieved by the server, the data will be normalized
and ingested into a PostgreSQL RDBMS instance.

4.2

SERVER API

Client access to the WIPCast server is provided via Apache Thrift interfaces, segregated into
domain specific services. Advantages of this Thrift-based API approach include:
•

Client Platform Independence. Can be accessed either via a standard HTTP protocol
for interaction with web based clients in most standard browsers, or via a raw socket
interface for interaction with embedded desktop applications regardless of client
platform.

•

Client Implementation Language Flexibility and Ease of Use. Thrift API native
bindings are provided in over fifteen programming languages, facilitating client
implementations in a wide array of languages and helping to minimize client-side
development effort.

•

Transport Flexibility. Supports multiple transport mechanisms, from well-known
encoding formats such as JSON to high performance, compact binary encodings for
transferring large volumes of data (e.g., for WIP grid data across a large region).

•

Secure Access. Provides built-in SSL encryption, thereby supporting secure access as
needed.

Thrift is a cross-platform, cross-language, service development framework. Initially developed
at Facebook to enable scalable, cross-language services development, Thrift is now an Apache
Software Foundation open source project. Thrift abstracts the portions of each language that
require the most customization into a common library, allowing developers to define data types
and service interfaces in a single language-neutral file and generate all the necessary code to
build RPC clients and servers.

4

Clustered deployment mode is currently under development and is not yet supported.
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The complete Thrift definitions for the WIPCast public services APIs are presented in
Appendix C.

4.3

CALIBRATION MODULE

Inputs:
•

Raw ensemble forecast data

•

Shift Factor LUT and Stretch Factor LUT (output of the data source’s Forecast
Calibration Training Module; see Section 3.5)

Output: Calibrated ensemble forecast
The ensemble members’ values are adjusted via the shift-and-stretch calibration method
(section 2.1). The calibration coefficients (shift factors and stretch factors) are found in the
current (updated daily) LUTs. The LUTs (described in section 3.5) are multidimensional and
require identification of class interval indices for aspects of the forecast (such as forecast lead
time) as well as calculation of ensemble spread, and its class interval index. The LUTs contain
the mean and the variance for the calibration coefficients to describe a range of likely values
used in ambiguity calculation. Only the mean value is employed to produce the best estimate of
the forecast.
A separate adjustment is performed for each forecast variable at each point forecast (across all
grid points, over all vertical levels, and at every forecast lead time).
For unbound variables (such as temperature and pressure), calibration is performed via
Equation 1, followed by Equation 3. A different procedure (Section 4.3.1) is followed for bound
variables.
The calibrated members’ values are used to produce calibrated forecast probability via the rank
method. Additionally, the calibrated forecast PDF is used in calculation of WIP.

4.3.1 BOUND VARIABLES
As described in section 2.1, the shift-and-stretch calibration procedure is different for forecast
variables that have a bound interval (and non-Gaussian distributions), but still follows the same
basic idea and uses the same calibration coefficients (shift factor and stretch factor). Variables
following this alternative procedure are shown in Table 10. Appendix A provides further detail
on the distribution equations employed.
Table 10. List of bound weather variables and their distribution type,
as supported by the SBIR Phase 2 Prototype.
(Default distribution is Gaussian, for weather variables not listed here)

Forecast Variable
turbulence index (TI)
Panofsky index (PI)
icing index (IX)
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The alternative procedure is illustrated in Figure 27 for an example icing forecast from a 9member ensemble at a grid point on the 725 hPa level and at the 32h lead time (i.e., 9 raw IX
values):
IX = (0.926, 0.929, 0.932, 0.839, 0.848, 0.902, 0.944, 0.861, 0.934)

Icing Index /100

Figure 27. Demonstration of the shift-and-stretch calibration process on a 32-h icing forecast at
725 hPa. The original nine forecasts of the ensemble data are shown by the red tick marks, with
the original (fitted beta) forecast PDF being the red curve. The final calibrated forecast (members
and forecast PDF) are in blue.

The following Shift-and-Stretch procedure applies generally to any of the bound variables. It is
shown here for the sample IX ensemble forecast above, which follows the beta distribution.
1. Fit the forecast data to a beta distribution by plugging the data’s mean ( e = 90.2) and
the data’s standard deviation ( σ e = 0.0412) into the method-of-moments equations to
approximate the beta parameters:
p (1 − 0.9017 )
(0.9017 )2 (1 − 0.9017 ) − 0.9017 = 42.27
q=
= 5.046
p=
0.9017
(0.412)2
2. Find the percentile location of each member on the beta distribution found in step 1 by
plugging each member’s value into the beta CDF, which gives:
percentiles = (0.693, 0.723, 0.752, 0.079, 0.106, 0.453, 0.856, 0.159, 0.770)
3. Find corrected mean and spread using shift factor and stretch factors interpolated from
the calibration LUT.
a. When WIPCast uses ensemble data with homogeneous members (i.e., not a
multi-model ensemble), there is only one shift factor for any member or for the
mean. In this example, shift factor = -0.1233 and stretch factor = 1.457, so
shifted mean = 0.9017 + (-0.1233) = 0.7784
stretched spread = 0.0412*(1.457) = 0.06
b. When WIPCast uses ensemble data with non-homogeneous members (i.e., a
multi-model ensemble), each member has its own unique shift factor. The
calibration procedure is
i. Shift each member separately according to the member-dependent shift
factor in the LUT.
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ii. Calculate ensemble spread on the shifted members, then use that result
to get the interpolated stretch factor from the LUT.
iii. Calculate stretched spread.
4. Find the parameters the calibrated beta distribution using the corrected mean and
spread (Note: the example here follows from step 3.a.)
p (1 − 0.7784 )
(0.7784 )2 (1 − 0.7784 ) − 0.7784 = 36.54
q=
= 10.41
p=
0.7784
(0.06)2
5. Find the calibrated members’ values by plugging the percentiles from step 2 into the
inverse beta CDF (with parameters from step 4), which gives:
fcst_cal = (0.812, 0.817, 0.822, 0.690, 0.701, 0.775, 0.842, 0.718, 0.825)
After each shift-and-stretch, check to see if any member’s values went out of bounds, and if so,
correct them to the boundary value.

4.4

INTERPOLATION MODULE

Inputs:
•

Calibrated ensemble forecast data

•

Route information (waypoint positions and times)

Output: Calibrated ensemble forecasted data at each waypoint along the route
While the Data Source is responsible for interpolating raw observation and ensemble data to the
WIPCast grid for delivery to the WIPCast Server, the WIPCast Server is responsible for
handling interpolation along the user’s route.
A route is a series of waypoints, which are specific locations (horizontal and/or vertical) and
times within the spatial and temporal bounds of the forecast data that define the when and
where for a user’s activity, from start to finish.
The first step performed is translation of the route information entered by a user (i.e., latitude,
longitude and altitude positions) into locations relative to the WIPCast grid.
The calibrated ensemble forecast data (computed over the entire grid by the server) is then
interpolated (linear in time and space) to all waypoints along the route. For a 2D field, this
involves a total of 8 data points(i.e., 4 points from the grid forecast valid time immediately
preceding the waypoint time, and 4 from the grid forecast valid time immediately following the
waypoint time). For a 3D field, interpolation involves a total of 16 data points to also account for
the additional vertical interpolation. From the interpolated data, probabilistic forecasts and WIP
are then computed at each waypoint. Overall WIP can then be calculated along the full route.
To calculate ambiguity (in the probability forecasts, WIP, and overall WIP), the resampling of the
RCR process is performed on the raw, gridded ensemble data surrounding the waypoints, then
interpolated as described above to the waypoint. This results in 50 sets of calibrated ensemble
forecasts at each waypoint, from which ambiguity is calculated.
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4.5

PROBABILISTIC FORECAST MODULE

Inputs:
•

Calibrated ensemble forecast data

•

Calibrated ensemble forecast data interpolated to a route

Output: Probabilistic forecasts – 3D and/or along a route
Using the calibrated ensemble forecast data, the WIPCast server creates new gridded fields of
forecast probability for the standard events (see Table 11) by calculating probability (values
between 0 and 1) via the uniform rank method, separately at every point in the grid, over every
level (for 3D data only), and for every forecast lead time.
The server also calculates forecast probability over the full domain, or over just a user’s route,
on demand when a user requests probability for a non-standard event.
Table 11. Standard weather events for which forecast probability is generated in
the SBIR Phase 2 WIPCast Prototype

Event

Variable

Threshold

Notes

Turbulence (TURBC)
LGT or greater TURBC
MDT or greater TURBC

20.0 / 3.0
PI / TI

SVR TURBC

100.0 / 9.0

3D. Uses PI in boundary layer and
TI above, as defined by PBL height5

250.0 / 14.0

Icing (ICG)
LGT or greater ICG
MDT or greater ICG

58
IX

SVR ICG
Thunderstorms

5

6

83

3D

90
TPI or TPIM,
and P-rate

n/a

2D. Event is occurrence of a
thunderstorm, rather than a
threshold of the variable6

At every 3D forecast point, a point within the PBL has a valid value in the PI data field and a value of 9999 if the point is above the PBL. Likewise, a point above the PBL has valid TI values and -9999
otherwise.
Calculating probability of thunderstorm is not done via uniform ranks, but rather by a unique process,
as shown in the sample Matlab code.
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Uniform Ranks – Sample Matlab Code
function [Pe] = Pe_by_Ranks(EF, rank_prob, threshold, threshold_type, tail_type, pos_def)
global xi beta
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% parameters used by function gumbcdf

Computes forecast probability (Pe) by the rank method for probability of
the random variable exceeding or preceeding the event threshold
INPUT VARIABLES
EF
(Real vector)
rank_prob (Real vector)
threshold (Real)
threshold_type (String)

tail_type (Integer)
pos_def

power = 3;

(Boolean)

All ensemble members at a single grid point
prob in each rank (could be uniform or weighted)
Critical value of the forecast variable
Exceedence vs. Preceedence probability?
'>': prob of variable's value greater than threshold
'<': prob of variable's value less than threshold
PDF shape to assume for handling Pe in the tails
1: Normal PDF, 2: Gumbel PDF
Identify positive definite type variable

% Assumed exponential for the left tail of the PDF for
% positive definite variables

%
Gross Error Checks
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------if not(threshold_type=='>' | threshold_type=='<')
disp('Did not recognise threshold type.')
threshold_type
return
end
if ( sum(rank_prob)>1.00001 | sum(rank_prob)<0.99999 )
disp('FP_by_Ranks failed: Rank probability does not sum to 1.0')
rank_prob
sum(rank_prob)
return
end
N_members = length(EF);
N_ranks = length(rank_prob);
if not(N_members == N_ranks-1)
Pe = NaN;
disp('FP_by_Ranks failed: Number of members must equal number of ranks - 1')
N_members
N_ranks
return
end
if not( (tail_type == 1) | (tail_type == 2) )
Pe = NaN;
disp('FP_by_Ranks failed: Invalid tail_type')
end
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------% Check for all zero data when the random variable is positive definite
if (pos_def) & (sum(EF) == 0.0)
Pe = 0.0;
return
end
% Begin calculating Pe by summing probability from all ranks that exceed
% the threshold value. Note all calculations are performed for
% threshold_type = '>', then reversed at the end if threshold_type = '<'
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------EF_sorted = sort(EF);
r = N_ranks;

% Sort EF members in ascending order

% Initialize index for the rank in which the threshold occurs
% to the maximum possible value
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Pe = 0.0;

% Initialize Pe to zero

while ( threshold < EF_sorted(r-1) )
Pe = Pe + rank_prob(r);
% Add on the prob from this rank since the
% member is larger than the threshold
r = r - 1;
if r == 1
break % Threshold is smaller than all the members (i.e., rank 1)
end
end
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------% Add on the extra bit of prob from the rank the threshold occurs in
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------if ( (r > 1) & (r < N_ranks) )
% Any rank not an end rank gets handled as a linear proportion of the
% rank in which the threshold occurs
Pe = Pe + (EF_sorted(r) - threshold) /...
(EF_sorted(r) - EF_sorted(r-1)) * rank_prob(r);
else % Threshold is in one of the extreme ranks, so must assume a PDF shape
% and fit a curve to the data
EF_mean = mean(EF);
EF_std = std(EF);

% Normal PDF parameters,
% used by either PDF shape

if tail_type == 1 % Assume Normal PDF for the tails
if r == N_ranks
Pe = (1.0 - normcdf(threshold,EF_mean,EF_std)) /...
(1.0 - normcdf(EF_sorted(r-1),EF_mean,EF_std)) * rank_prob(N_ranks);
elseif r == 1
if pos_def
Pe = Pe + (1.0 - (threshold/EF_sorted(1))^power) * rank_prob(1);
else
Pe = Pe + ( normcdf(EF_sorted(1),EF_mean,EF_std) - ...
normcdf(threshold,EF_mean,EF_std) ) /...
(normcdf(EF_sorted(1), EF_mean, EF_std)) * rank_prob(1);
end
end
elseif tail_type == 2
% Assume Gumbel PDF for the tails
beta = EF_std * sqrt(6.0) / pi;
% Gumbel PDF/CDF parameter
xi = EF_mean - 0.577215664*beta;
% Gumbel PDF/CDF parameter
if r == N_ranks
Pe = (1.0 - gumbcdf(threshold)) / (1.0 - gumbcdf(EF_sorted(r-1))) *...
rank_prob(N_ranks);
elseif r == 1
if pos_def
Pe = Pe + (1.0 - (threshold/EF_sorted(1))^power) * rank_prob(1);
else

% Swing right tail of Gumbel CDF around to the left

gcdf_center = xi - beta * log( - log(0.5)); % expected value
Pe = Pe + ( (1.0 - gumbcdf(2*gcdf_center - EF_sorted(1))) - ...
(1.0 - gumbcdf(2*gcdf_center - threshold)) ) /...
(1.0 - gumbcdf(2*gcdf_center - EF_sorted(1))) * rank_prob(1);
end
end
end
end
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------% Reverse Pe when probability of preceedence is requested
if threshold_type=='<'
Pe = 1.0 - Pe;
end
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if Pe < 0.0001
Pe = 0.0;
end

%Minimum Pe value allowed; Anything smaller is set to zero.

*************************************************************************************************
function [percentile] = gumbcdf(rv);
global xi beta
%rv: value of random variable for which a percentile is sought
percentile = exp ( -1.0 * exp( (xi - rv) / beta) );

4.5.1 PROBABILITY OF THUNDERSTORM
Inputs:
•

Ensemble forecast data (TPI, TPIM, PRATE, and TPI_Mask)

•

Thunderstorm Probability LUT

Output: 2D thunderstorm probability at each forecast lead time
•

2D thunderstorm probability at each forecast lead time

•

Thunderstorm probability at each waypoint along a route

At each horizontal, 2D forecast point (full domain and all lead times):
1) Check the TPI_Mask field to see if the grid point is a regular point (value = 1.0) or a
mountain point (value = 0.0). Retrieve TPI for each ensemble member if the point is
regular, otherwise retrieve TPIM for each member.
2) Compute the ensemble mean TPI (or TPIM if at a mountain point).
3) Compute ensemble mean PRATE using all members containing the PRATE variable,
which may be fewer than the total # of members. Then, classify the point as
precipitation occurring if ensemble mean’s PRATE ≥ 0.005 in/h (3.5278e-05 mm/s), or
precipitation not occurring (0 = no) otherwise.
4) With the ensemble mean TPI (or TPIM), regular vs. mountain classification, forecast lead
time, and precip Y/N classification, use the current thunderstorm LUT to find the
thunderstorm probability. (Note: Figure 21 is a depiction of part of a thunderstorm LUT).
At each waypoint along the route:
1) Using only data from the closest valid time in TPI_Mask, use the value (0.0 or 1.0) from
the nearest grid point to classify the waypoint as regular (1.0) vs. mountain (0.0).
2) Separately for each member, interpolate TPI (or TPIM if waypoint classified as mountain)
from the 4 surrounding TPI (or TPIM) values.
3) Compute the ensemble mean TPI (or TPIM).
4) Compute ensemble mean PRATE using interpolated PRATE from all members
containing the PRATE variable. Classify the point as precipitation occurring if ensemble
mean’s PRATE ≥ 0.005 in/h (3.5278e-05 mm/s), or precipitation not occurring (0 = no)
otherwise.
5) Same as step 4 above.
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4.6

AMBIGUITY CALCULATION MODULE

Inputs:
•

Calibrated forecast probability
(output of the Probabilistic Forecast Module, see Section 4.5)

•

WIP (best estimate, output of the WIP Module, see Section 4.8)

•

Shift Factor LUT and Stretch Factor LUT

•

Standard (default) IF’s

Output:
•

Ambiguity in forecast probability (90% CI about calibrated forecast probability)

•

Ambiguity in WIP (90% CI about best-estimate of WIP)
(for a single variable, at one grid location)
10 members
Random Resample
with replacement

x1
S&S
Coefficients

Shift
and
Stretch

(x49, one set at a time)
Random S&S
Parameters

adjusted
members

WIP Module

Fcst Probability Module
Fit to
variable’s
natural PDF

Impact
Funtion (IF)

Calculate pe
For each event
threshold

Event
Threshold(s)

Compute
WIP

50 pe values
(for each event
threshold)

50 WIP
values

Fit to beta PDF

Best‐estimate WIP
and upper, lower bound

Find 5th and 95th
percentiles as the CI to
represent ambiguity

Best‐estimate pe
and upper, lower bound

Figure 28. Production of ambiguity in forecast probability and in WIP for a single variable and at a
single grid location.
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Figure 28 provides a flow chart of the RCR process for estimation of ambiguity in both forecast
probability and in WIP. Estimation of ambiguity for probability of thunderstorms and WIP from
thunderstorms follows a separate process, described below.
Running the original members through the calibration (using the primary shift factor and stretch
factor), forecast probability, and WIP modules produces the best-estimate forecast probability
and WIP. Those results are considered as sample #1 of 50 possible forecast probability values
and 50 possible WIP values, respectively.
The other 49 possible values of each are produced by running 49 alternative sets of member
values through the same modules. The alternatives are produced by resampling with
replacement. Each alternative set is calibrated following the shift-and-stretch procedure but
using random values for the shift factor and the stretch factor, taken as random draws from a
shift factor PDF and a stretch factor PDF defined by the mean and variance values in the LUTs.
Each forecast lead time is handled separately.
After generating all 50 forecast probability values, the 50 values are fit to a beta PDF (since % is
bound by 0 and 1). Using the inverse beta function, the values of forecast probability at the 5th
and 95th percentile are taken as the lower and upper bound of the forecast probability CI. The
same process is followed on the 50 WIP values to find the lower and upper bound of WIP.
For forecast probability, the process is repeated for each event threshold for a particular
variable (i.e., for each standard event of WIPCast). However, for efficient processing,
resampling (producing the extra 49 alternative sets of member values) is done only once for a
particular variable, and then shared by all event thresholds tied to that variable when producing
the 49 alternative forecast probability values and alternative WIP values. For unique event
thresholds input by the user, the entire process must be accomplished since the resampled
datasets are not saved (see Section 4.9).
For WIP, the process is similarly performed for each standard IF. Again, when there is more
than one IF for a particular variable, calculation of WIP ambiguity for those IFs will share the 50
possible forecast PDFs for the variable. For a unique IF, the entire process must be
accomplished (see Section 4.9).
RCR Processing – Sample Matlab Code
For a sample ensemble forecast of TI at a grid point;
assumes ensemble is multimodel (i.e., each member has a unique shift factor)
% Set total number of samples, which is 1+(number of resamples)
N_samples = 50;

% Confidence interval for the ambiguity (e.g., 0.9 is a 90% CI)
CI_amount = 0.9;

% turbulence index thresholds: LGT > 3, MDT > 9, SVR > 14
LGT_thr = 3.0;
MDT_thr = 9.0;
SVR_thr = 14.0;
% Select threshold of interest
event_threshold = LGT_thr;
event_rule = '>';

% Define Impact Function (IF) for calculation of Weather Impact Probability (WIP)
IF_mean = 9.0; % Note: TURB index thresholds: LGT > 3, MDT > 9, SVR > 14
IF_std = 3.0;
IF_alpha = IF_mean^2/IF_std^2; % Gamma PDF parameter
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IF_beta = IF_std^2/IF_mean;

% Gamma PDF parameter

% Find the range of the forecast variable (v) over which to compute WIP.
% Note that this is based only on the IF since there is no contribution to
% WIP to the left of the IF, and to the right of the IF all of the area
% under the EF PDF gets included in the WIP.
left_v = gaminv(0.0001,IF_alpha,IF_beta);
% 0.01th percentile
right_v = gaminv(0.9999,IF_alpha,IF_beta); % 99.99th percentile
% Find the interval for the WIP integration
delta_v = (right_v-left_v)/100;

% Sample Ensemble Forecast members
EF_original = [10.913, 12.194, 6.352, 12.054, 19.871, 5.281, 8.925, 23.517, 9.864, 11.123];
N_members = length(EF_original);
rank_prob(1:N_members+1) = 1/(N_members+1); % Needed by Pe_by_Ranks

% ----- Settings for calibration ----rand_cal = true;
% turn on the random calibration. Otherwise apply
% standard (avg) calibration to all resamples
% 1st moment correction (the avg, or standard bias correction)
m1cal_avg = [-2.0, -1.1, 0.2, -3.3, -0.9, -1.7, -2.0, -2.5, 0.7, -1.8];
% 1st moment error variance for RCR
m1cal_std = [ 0.5, 0.2, 0.4, 0.03, 0.7, 0.1, 0.1, 0.5, 0.6, 0.2];
% 2nd moment correction (avg, or standard stretch factor)
m2cal_avg = 1.2;
% 2nd moment error variance for RCR
m2cal_std = 0.1;
% Compute gamma parameters for m2cal PDF
m2cal_alpha = m2cal_avg^2/m2cal_std^2;
m2cal_beta = m2cal_std^2/m2cal_avg;

pe(1:N_samples) = NaN; % Allocate array of forecast probability(pe) samples
WIP(1:N_samples) = 0.0; %Allocate and initialize (to 0.0) array of WIP samples

for i=1:N_samples

if i == 1

% use original members as sample #1

EF_resamp(1:N_members) = EF_original(1:N_members);
% Get the standard calibration coefficients for application to the control forecast
m1cal(1:N_members) = m1cal_avg(1:N_members);
m2cal = m2cal_avg;
else

% generate a resampling of the original members

EF_resamp(1:N_members) = NaN; %clear array of resampled members
% resampling...
for r=1:N_members
draw = ceil( rand*(N_members) ); %Uniform random integer between 1 and N_members
EF_resamp(r) = EF_original(draw);
end
if rand_cal % Generate random calibration values
for m=1:N_members
m1cal(m) = normrnd(m1cal_avg(m),m1cal_std(m));
end
m2cal = gamrnd(m2cal_alpha,m2cal_beta);
else % Set calibration to the standard values
m1cal(1:N_members) = m1cal_avg(1:N_members);
m2cal = m2cal_avg;
end
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end %resampling

% Apply the calibration (be it random or standard)
EF_resamp(1:N_members) = EF_resamp(1:N_members) + m1cal(1:N_members); % The Shift
EF_resamp_mean = mean(EF_resamp);
EF_resamp(1:N_members) = EF_resamp_mean + (EF_resamp(1:N_members) - EF_resamp_mean) * m2cal;

% -------------- Calculate WIP for this sample forecast -------------% Compute gamma parameters for the forecast PDF
EF_resamp_mean = mean(EF_resamp);
EF_resamp_std = std(EF_resamp);
EF_resamp_alpha = EF_resamp_mean^2/EF_resamp_std^2;
EF_resamp_beta = EF_resamp_std^2/EF_resamp_mean;
for v=left_v:delta_v:right_v
% v is the value of the forecast variable
IF_CDF = gamcdf(v,IF_alpha,IF_beta);
EF_PDF = gampdf(v,EF_resamp_alpha,EF_resamp_beta);
WIP(i) = WIP(i) + EF_PDF*IF_CDF*delta_v;
end
% Grab all remaining area under the EF PDF since the IF has reached 1.0
WIP(i) = WIP(i) + 1 - gamcdf(v,EF_resamp_alpha,EF_resamp_beta);

% ------ Calculate forecast probability for this sample forecast -----pe(i) = Pe_by_Ranks(EF_resamp, rank_prob, event_threshold, event_rule, 2, false);
end

% Compute beta parameters of the pe ambiguity distribution
pe_mean = mean(pe);
pe_std = std(pe);
pe_phat = (pe_mean^2*(1-pe_mean))/pe_std^2 - pe_mean;
pe_qhat = (pe_phat*(1-pe_mean))/pe_mean;
% Find pe 90% CI
pe_5th = betainv(0.05,pe_phat,pe_qhat);
pe_95th = betainv(0.95,pe_phat,pe_qhat);

% Compute beta parameters of the WIP ambiguity distribution
WIP_mean = mean(WIP);
WIP_std = std(WIP);
WIP_phat = (WIP_mean^2*(1-WIP_mean))/WIP_std^2 - WIP_mean;
WIP_qhat = (WIP_phat*(1-WIP_mean))/WIP_mean;
% Find WIP 90% CI
WIP_5th = betainv(0.05,WIP_phat,WIP_qhat);
WIP_95th = betainv(0.95,WIP_phat,WIP_qhat);

4.6.1 AMBIGUITY FOR THUNDERSTORM FORECAST
RCR cannot be used to estimate the ambiguity for the thunderstorm probability/WIP since TPI
does not behave like a random variable, there is no calibration of TPI, and an IF cannot be
defined in the normal fashion. However, the general concept of RCR can be applied by simply
resampling the n members’ TPI values at each location and valid time, as follows:
1) Randomly draw (with replacement) n TPI (or TPIM) values from the original n TPI values
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2) Compute the mean of the new set of n TPI values
3) Consult the appropriate thunderstorm probability LUT (lead time, TPI vs. TPIM, precip
vs. no-precip) to get the probability/WIP and record it
4) Repeat steps 1-3 until the desired number (50?) of possible values of thunderstorm
probability/WIP is reached
5) Compute ambiguity, confidence interval bounds on probability/WIP, exactly as in RCR

4.7

IMPACT FUNCTION (IF) MODULE

4.7.1 STANDARD IFS
For the Army Aviation use case, an IF for a particular equipment type is derived using the R/Y/G
weather sensitivity thresholds from TriWEDA, setting the marginal threshold to the IF 5th
percentile and the Go/NoGo threshold to the IF 95th percentile. The IF is then defined using the
distribution type associated with the weather variable (Gaussian default, exceptions listed in
Table 10, pg 46) with an assumed level of variance.
For any given weather variable (e.g., icing) there may be multiple, standard IFs since many
different equipment types are potentially impacted by icing, and each equipment type may have
a different sensitivity to icing.

4.7.2 DYNAMIC IFS
User sets the low end and the high end of the IF by defining the lowest weather intensity level at
which the user could experience an impact and the highest weather intensity level at which the
user could possibly operate without getting an impact. WIPCast fixes these two points as the 5th
and 95th percentile of the IF, then defines the IF using the distribution type associated with the
weather variable (Gaussian default, exceptions listed in Table 10, pg 46) with an assumed level
of variance.

4.8

WIP CALCULATION MODULE

Inputs:
•

Calibrated forecast PDF (output of the Probabilistic Forecast Module, see Section 4.5)

•

Standard (default) IF’s

•

Multivariate WIP LUT’s

Output:
•

Gridded WIP

•

Overall WIP (single value for an entire activity)
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4.8.1 GRIDDED, UNIVARIATE WIP
Gridded, univariate WIP is calculated for each standard IF at all grid points and forecast lead
times in the data set. Note that while an IF is associated with only one weather variable (thus
making this univariate WIP), a particular weather variable may have more than one standard IF,
associated with different user parameters. A discretized version of Equation 5 (from Section
2.4) is used to approximate WIP:
Equation 16:

⎡b
⎤
WIP = ⎢∑ F( x ) IF( x )δx ⎥ + [1 − F′(b )]
⎣ x =a
⎦

where x is the weather variable, δx is a small increment of x, a and b are the end points
of the summation, F is the calibrated forecast PDF, IF is the impact function (which is a
CDF), and F′ is the calibrated forecast CDF.
The WIP calculation is only performed over the range of the weather variable where the IF has a
value greater than zero. Since the IF never actually reaches zero, the IF 0.0001 quantile is
used as the starting point (a) for the summation in Equation 16 since to the left of that point
there is negligible contribution to WIP. The summation continues up to the IF 0.9999 quantile
since to the right of that point, the IF is essentially equal to 1.0 so any and all remaining area
under F gets included in WIP (i.e., the 2nd bracketed term in Equation 16).
See Matlab code in section 4.6 above for an example.
An exception to this procedure is WIP for thunderstorms, which cannot be calculated by
Equation 16 since TPI does not behave like a random variable and an IF cannot be defined in
the normal fashion. The solution is extremely simple and logical based on the fact that getting
caught in a thunderstorm is essentially an impact. While there may in reality be increased
degradation from a severe thunderstorm versus a mild one, for simplicity WIPCast assumes that
either results in an impact. Therefore, the probability of a thunderstorm (computed via the
thunderstorm probability LUT) is equivalent to the thunderstorm WIP.

4.8.2 GRIDDED, MULTIVARIATE WIP
Multivariate WIP for each grid point and forecast lead time is found via the Multivariate WIP
LUT, using the univariate WIP values from standard IFs as inputs (see Figure 9, pg. 14). The
multivariate WIP is interpolated from the data within the LUT.
Initially, there will be only one Multivariate WIP LUT covering WIP from turbulence, icing, and
thunderstorms. Once more variables are added and users are identified who are sensitive to
only a subset of the variables, a Multivariate WIP LUT will be constructed and applied for
various sets of weather phenomena.
Ambiguity for multivariate WIP is found by applying the ambiguity information (upper and lower
bounds of the 90% CI for WIP) of univariate WIP to the Multivariate WIP LUT (see Figure 17,
pg. 22). For the upper bound of WIP, apply the individual upper WIP bounds to the LUT just as
above. Likewise for the lower bound.
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4.8.3 OVERALL WIP BY THE TOURNAMENT METHOD
Overall WIP, denoted as WIP′ , is a single value of weather impact probability for an entire user
activity, as opposed to gridded WIP that is valid at specific grid points and valid times. The
“tournament method” is used to calculate WIP′ over a route. This method is so named because
it consists of a series of “playoffs” were WIP′ is calculated between adjacent sub-segments of
the route that then combine to form a larger segment to compete with the adjoining larger
segment at the next “playoff” bracket. Eventually the resulting segment covers the entire route
at which we point we have arrived at the value of overall WIP′. This strategy is designed to
appropriately pick up the interconnected, temporal correlations of WIP along the route.

point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
WIP 13% 1% 1% 1% 0% 7% 17% 22% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 5% 3%
Clock Time (min)
0
2
4
6
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
WIP at bracket 1
Clock Valid Time
WIP at bracket 2
Clock Valid Time
WIP at bracket 3
Clock Valid Time

13.0%
1.0%
0.14
5.00
13.2%
0.75

7.0%
22.7%
10.00
13.13
23.1%
12.65
26.1%
9.581

Overall WIP

11.0%
0.0%
9.0%
5.1%
16.00
21.00
26.00
28.75
11.0%
9.3%
16.00
27.29
13.3%
22.857

29.4%

Figure 29. Sample WIP′A calculation. The 4 original, user-defined waypoints at 10-minute
intervals are shaded blue, and the inserted points are not shaded. Note that the WIP values at
each waypoint is an interpolated value, in both time and space, from the gridded field of WIP,
which may be univariate or multivariate WIP.

The WIP′ at each playoff is found by (following Equation 9):

WIP′ = max(WIPA′ , WIPB′ ) + min(WIPA′ , WIPB′ ) * (1 − ρ ) * [1 − max(WIPA′ , WIPB′ )]
WIP′A and WIP′B are the WIP values at the two points in a playoff, and ρ is the correlation
between WIP′A and WIP′B, which is a function of the time (Δt) between the points’ clock valid
times (the time at which the particular WIP value is valid). The correlation value is found
following Equation 10:

ρ = -Δt /40min + 1.0
The key to this approach is that the effective clock valid time of each new expanded subsegment is found by a weighted average of the two previous valid times, where the weighting is
based on the two points WIP′ values.

t new =

t A * WIPA′ + t B * WIPB′
WIPA′ + WIPB′

or if WIP′A = WIP′B = 0,
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t new =

t A + tB
2

In order to pick up all the variability of the gridded WIP along the route, it is necessary to insert
many additional points between the original waypoints. Thus the process depicted in Figure 29
is set up initially by shrinking Δt to make the spacing between all inserted points be less than
half of the spacing between grid points of the WIP data. The process is run again with an even
smaller Δt until WIP′ converges (i.e., less than 1% change from the previous value).

4.9

DYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

Besides standard calculations of forecast probabilities and WIP over the grid or established
flight routes, the WIPCast server also computes WIP on-the-fly based on dynamic user or
external inputs regarding the scenario (e.g., flight route), weather sensitivity impact thresholds
(for defining the IF), and risk tolerance. For a change in impact thresholds, WIPCast updates
the IF so as to recompute WIP and its 90% CI (using RCR) along the flight route. For a change
in flight route, WIPCast recomputes all output, beginning with interpolation of the original
ensemble forecast data along the route. Note that client-side changes in risk tolerance do not
affect WIP calculations and are therefore handled entirely on the client side.
Dynamic calculation of multivariate WIP is a particular challenge. When a user desires to alter a
standard IF, the WIP lookup tables no longer apply since they are highly dependent on the IF.
Altering the IF requires complete recalculation of a lookup table, which takes considerable
processing. If the user is not in a hurry, perhaps in a planning environment, WIPCast builds the
complete, tailored lookup table. When a quick result is needed, perhaps WIPCast will
recalculate only a partial lookup table, whose elements cover only the specific risk situations
along the flight route. That is, the only analogs to search for in the historic data base are the
particular WIP combinations (e.g., TURBC WIP = 53%, ICG WIP = 11%, TSTMS WIP = 24%)
found along the flight route. We are continuing to research solutions to update Multivariate WIP
in real time, based on user change of an Impact Function.
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5

WIPCAST CLIENT
NOTE:

Although the WIPCast server API (see Section 4.2) has the flexibility to support a variety of
clients (web, desktop, external services), the focus of this section is on the architecture and
design of the WIPCast canonical web client which is implemented as a Single Page App (SPA)
and is consumed via most modern day web browsers.

5.1

DESIGN IMPETUS

The WIPCast canonical web client has gone through a number of iterations as best practices
and design choices have become more apparent. While there are many ways to provide the
same functionality in a classic client/server design, such as server-side rendering, WIPCast has
been designed to consume the exact same API as is provided to any other external client.
Advantages include:
•

Requires all data and functionality needed for the canonical client be available to all
clients.

•

Completely isolates the client from the server architecture, providing deployment
flexibility. As WIPCast is designed for multiple deployment topologies, keeping a clean
separation of concerns is necessary.

•

Serves as not only a canonical client but as a set of coding examples of how to leverage
the server API.

The canonical client is implemented as a pure HTML/JavaScript application, leveraging the
capabilities of modern web browsers.

5.1.1 THE STATE OF THE WEB
The modernization of the web largely started with the initial 1.0 release of Mozilla Firefox in
2002. While Microsoft’s Internet Explorer had ushered in a new age of Internet connectivity in
the 1990’s, its progress languished for years as all other competitors were largely driven out of
business. With Firefox providing a new level of performance and following a standards based
approach, the last decade has given rise to a Web renaissance resulting in new levels of
interactivity, compatibility, and performance. Combined with increased competition in the field
from Google Chrome, Apple Safari, and Opera, innovation and improvements have dramatically
accelerated.
These changes were equally impacted by the rise of a brand new abstraction of the Web;
namely, Smartphone apps. With the release of the Apple iPhone in 2007, the ability to fully
digest the web from a mobile device became possible. It thus was no longer sufficient to
develop solely for a desktop environment and supporting technologies were forced to evolve to
support the diverse ecosystem of the Internet.
Among the changes considered most important, the following stand out in particular:
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•

JavaScript, the programming language of the web, has moved from poorly performing
implementations into ones competitive with Java and other high performance languages.
Subsequently, algorithms and interactivity that were once far too slow for JavaScript are
now implementable in the language. This in itself has given rise to a diversity of open
source libraries that handle everything from low level utilities to full-fledged hardware
graphics libraries to full web rendering stacks.

•

HTML and CSS, the presentation layer of the web, have dramatically improved to far
exceed the native layout engines provided in traditional languages. It is both easier and
faster to develop high performance, dynamic user interfaces in utilizing current
generation by leveraging the rich features of the latest standards.

•

The delivery systems of web content have evolved to handle a number of important
changes:

5.2

o

It is no longer possible to guarantee a screen size for an application. For a long
time, it was standard to develop a website to the dominant resolution of the web.

o

Payload is expensive. As smart phones have a far smaller pipe to the internet,
lots of optimizations have been added to reduce both the number of bytes sent to
the client but also the number of requests sent. Compounded with high latency
and pay-per-megabyte model that most phone providers enforce, significant
efforts have been made to minimize both aspects.

o

Caching technologies are now ubiquitous in all layers of the web, from the
database, to the server, to the client. As the rate of data grows exponentially,
smarter technology has been written to handle the amount of work needed for
performing required tasks.

THE WIPCAST CLIENT SINGLE PAGE APP (SPA)

Single Page Apps utilize the aforementioned technologies to dramatically improve performance
across all web enabled devices. In a traditional client-server website, the server receives a
request, processes the data, and returns a brand new web page tailored to the input data. This
faces a number of problems:
•

Expensive over the wire. All dependent resources must be re-acquired by the client,
requiring many new connections. While typically fine on fast connections, is often
prohibitive on higher latency networks. As WIPCast is built with the goal of handling
substantial amounts of data, minimizing all over wire costs have taken a high priority.

•

Black box. Servers often times make use of APIs internally that are either different or
unavailable to public APIs. As WIPCast intends to transparently provide all the
functionality of its client to third parties, there is no advantage to this sytem.

•

Less performant. As every page change requires a full refresh of the client, any
derivative work is lost . With WIPCast providing substantial data to the client, it is both
expensive and inefficient to continual transform data.

IN contrast, key benefits of the Single Page App methodology include:
•

The “Single Page” comes from loading the web page once and only once. The
traditional request/reload cycle is eschewed for a newer pattern: modify the page on user
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events. This is much faster as API requests can be handled asynchronously, facilitating
a much better user experience.
•

The server's role is vastly simplified. No longer concerned with rendering web pages, it
focuses on providing robust APIs for querying and consuming data. Not only does this
make implementation easier, but tends to be far more reusable than the traditional
method.

Implementing WIPCast's client as an SPA has proven to be highly beneficial. Most notably, the
client is able to leverage best-of-breed libraries in its native environment. Since these
technologies are geared for high productivity, development of the client has proven efficient and
straightforward.

5.3

SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES

The Open Source tradition of the web allows the WIPCast client to utilize a number of 3rd party
libraries and tools including:
•

Google Earth / Google Maps. Google has done an exceptional job providing native
web libraries for rendering spatial information in a variety of ways.

•

Backbone.js. The WIPCast client is implemented in Backbone js, a popular and proven
pure client-side JavaScript framework for creating and managing SPAs. Its open design
has facilitated the creation of supplemental libraries that greatly simplified the
management of WIPCast's core functionality.

•

jQuery. jQuery is considered a cornerstone of the modern web. Providing an easy and
intuitive way of handling the complexity of browser idiosyncrasies, it handles the majority
of interactivity of the WIPCast client.

•

Flot (jQuery plugin). As graphs are often the most efficient way of displaying numerical
data, having a robust and extendable graphing library has proven tremendously
beneficial in the development of understandable graphics.

•

Lowdash. Lowdash is a high performance utility library. While not one thing can be
directly attributable to its usage, the productivity gains have been instrumental in
providing a good user experience.

•

Moment.js. It seems that no programming language implements time correctly and
completely and JavaScript is no exception. As it is critical that temporal information is
correctly interpreted by both the client and the server, Moment.js has proven to be an
excellent library to handle that interoperation.

•

Handlebars.js. With the server offloading all rendering duties to the client,
Handlebars.js provides a powerful templating language for rendering dynamic content.

•

Thrift.js. WIPCast's APIs are powered by Apache Thrift for all interactions. As part of its
mantra of serve once, consume everywhere, Thrift.js is the JavaScript component that
allows WIPCast to consume the API.

•

Bootstrap.js/Bootstrap.css. Layout, no matter the platform, is a difficult process to get
right. This is further exacerbated by the multitude of resolutions available across the
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many different devices. Bootstrap is instrumental to providing a clean, aesthetically
pleasing UI while giving the client the flexibility to customize as necessary.

5.4

CLIENT DATA MODEL

The WIPCast client attempts to maintain a clean separation between data and business logic.
In all applications, it is a complicated endeavor to loosely couple the UI to what it is supposed to
display. To facilitate that, the WIPCast client implements a novel way of propagating data.
Using a nested data hierarchy, all views can register callbacks to events for either all data on
their parent view or specific pieces of information. Similarly, all data that a parent requests
access to is accessible to its subviews, resulting in an explicit tree of data without needing to
use any global variables. Due to the event-driven nature of updates and modifications, if any
view chooses to update a piece of data, all views “watching” that data will receive update
notifications. State consequentially is stored on view instances, resulting in an easy
understanding of data scope.
This design choice allows for single sources of truth for all data in the client, vastly reducing the
complexity of propagating data to different views as well as reducing the resources required to
hold onto duplicate data. It also ensures that the client remains in sync with the global state of
the app.
As Thrift provides a reasonable serialization layer over basic types, it largely becomes a task of
converting between Thrift objects and Backbone.js models. While they are largely synonymous
with regards to content, Backbone models provide event access to their fields. To that effect,
the WIPCast client implements a declarative DSL for converting between Backbone and Thrift,
allowing seamless transformations whenever necessary. This largely allows Backbone to utilize
the WIPCast API directly.

5.5

OPEN SOURCE

Impact Computing leverages open source technology regularly to achieve high quality products.
As such, when able, Impact strives to open source libraries it has written back to the community.
Through development of the WIPCast client, new libraries were written which are general
enough to be of use to the general community and will be open sourced on completion of the
project.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS AND METRICS
This appendix details the various statistical functions and verification metrics used within
WIPCast, in alphabetical order.

Beta Distribution
PDF: f ( x; p, q ) =

1
q −1
x p −1 (1 − x )
B( p, q )

for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and p, q > 0

CDF: TBD
B is the beta function: B(x; p, q ) = ∫ t p−1 (1 − t )q−1dt
x

0

x is the random variable
p and q are the beta parameters estimated by the method of moments using the sample
mean, x , and sample standard deviation, s:
p=

x 2 (1 − x )
−x
s2

q=

p (1 − x )
x

Brier Skill Score (BSS)
The Brier score is a proper score function that measures the accuracy of probabilistic
predictions. It is applicable to tasks in which predictions must assign probabilities to a set of
mutually exclusive discrete outcomes. The set of possible outcomes can be either binary or
categorical in nature, and the probabilities assigned to this set of outcomes must sum to one
(where each individual probability is in the range of 0 to 1).
The Brier score can be thought of as either a measure of the "calibration" of a set of
probabilistic predictions, or as a "cost function". More precisely, across all items
in a set N predictions, the Brier score measures the mean squared difference between:
•

The predicted probability assigned to the possible outcomes for item i

•

The actual outcome

Therefore, the lower the Brier score is for a set of predictions, the better the predictions are
calibrated. Note that the Brier score, in its most common formulation, takes on a value
between zero and one, since this is the largest possible difference between a predicted
probability (which must be between zero and one) and the actual outcome (which can take
on values of only 0 and 1).
The Brier score is appropriate for binary and categorical outcomes that can be structured as
true or false, but is inappropriate for ordinal variables which can take on three or more values
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(this is because the Brier score assumes that all possible outcomes are equivalently "distant"
from one another).7

Gamma Distribution
−x

β
PDF: f ( x; α , β ) = xα −1 eα
β Γ(α )

CDF: F ( x; α ) =

∫

x

0

for x ≥ 0 and α , β > 0

y α −1e − y
dy
Γ(α )

Γ is the gamma function: Γ(α ) =

∫

∞

0

t α −1e −t dt

x is the random variable

α and β are the gamma parameters estimated by the method of moments using the sample
mean, x , and sample standard deviation, s:
α=

x2
s2

β=

s2
x

Gumbel Distribution

⎛
⎛ ξ − x ⎞⎞
⎟⎟ ⎟⎟
G ( x) = exp⎜⎜ − exp⎜⎜
β
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝
CDF:
x is the random variable

β and ξ are the Gumbel parameters estimated by the method of moments using the sample
mean, x , and sample standard deviation, s:

βˆ =

s 6

π

ξˆ = x − γβˆ

γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant = 0.5772

7

Excerpted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brier_score
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING AMBIGUITY: CALIBRATED ERROR
SAMPLING (CES) AND RANDOMLY CALIBRATED
RESAMPLING (RCR)
NOTE:
The information in this Appendix was taken verbatim from Eckel et al (2012), except for figure
captions which are numbered relative to this document. It precedes its discussion of the
Randomly Calibrated Resampling (RCR) technique employed by WIPCast with a discussion of
an alternate ambiguity estimation approach called Calibrated Error Sampling (CES). While CES
less robust so not used in WIPcast, it is very instructive nonetheless for understanding
ambiguity and the WIPCast RCR method.
The calibrated error sampling (CES) method is based on the fact that an error in any moment of
the ensemble forecast PDF may result in a pe error. An approximate distribution of possible pe
errors can be found by translating possible PDF errors into pe errors. Again, we considered only
error in the first two PDF moments (mean and spread) since they have the greatest impact.
Translating from a PDF error to a pe error is straightforward. For demonstration, start with an
arbitrary ensemble 2-m temperature forecast with a Gaussian PDF of mean μe = 2.8°C and
spread σe = 1.8°C (Figure 30). Assume the unknown true PDF is N(2.2°C, 2.6°C), which makes
the unknown PDF errors (from undersampling and/or ensemble deficiencies) 0.6°C for the 1st
moment and −0.8°C in the 2nd moment, or a fractional error in spread of 1.8 / 2.6 = 0.69. The pe
error (normally never known) can be calculated for any chosen event threshold by comparing pe
and pt. For the event of temperature ≤ 0°C, the error is −13.9% since pe = 6.0% and pt = 19.9%.
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(a)
True Forecast PDF
Ensemble Forecast PDF
pt
pe

-8 -6 -4

-2

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Temperature (°C)

(b)

-8 -6 -4

-2

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Temperature (°C)

Figure 30. Example comparison of a true (solid) and an ensemble forecast (dashed) (a) PDF and
(b) cumulative distribution function (CDF) defined as N(2.2°C, 2.6°C) and N(2.8°C, 1.8°C)
respectively. An error of −13.9% in pe for the chance of temperature ≤ 0°C is the difference in the
PDFs’ shaded areas, or the difference in the two CDFs (double arrow).

Now perform similar calculations for a range of different event thresholds (i.e., different values of
2-m temperature). Each event threshold yields a different pe error for this particular error in
ensemble mean and spread (Figure 31a). Alternatively, think of this process as tied to a
particular event threshold (e.g., temperature ≤ 0°C) about which the location of the true and
ensemble PDF may vary, but their relative difference remains fixed. Since probability of
occurrence below the event threshold was considered here, the ensemble PDF’s rightward shift
relative to the true PDF creates predominantly negative pe errors. However, positive pe errors
do occur for high event thresholds due to the overly narrow ensemble PDF. Notice that pe error
approaches zero asymptotically at both extremes since differences in the two PDFs become
minor in the PDF tails. The results are replotted in Figure 31b as pe vs. pt.
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(a)
Forecast Probability, pe
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(b)

Figure 31. (a) Error in pe vs. value of the event threshold, calculated as the difference in the two
CDFs of Figure 30. The top axis is the nonlinear pe scale. (b) Remapping of results in (a) to a plot
of pe vs. true forecast probability.

The ensemble PDF in Figure 30 exhibits just one possibility for error in ensemble mean and
spread. Another possibility may produce very different pe errors. The random ensemble PDF
errors can be described by error distributions (one each for ensemble mean and spread)
produced by verifying the bulk-calibrated forecasts. Verifying the raw forecasts would include in
the error distributions the impact from systematic error, which does not contribute to ambiguity.
Figure 32b shows the error distribution for ensemble spread for the bulk-calibrated JM8
forecasts. The expected value (i.e., FE from the complete, bulk-calibrated, dependent dataset)
equals 1.0 as a result of the calibration. The variability in the spread’s error is found by
subsetting the dependent data and finding FE for each subset. A logical choice for subsetting is
by forecast case (i.e., different forecast cycles) since the ensemble’s ability to simulate error
growth depends on the sampling luck of each case and on the sensitivities of the ensemble’s
design deficiencies to the particular forecast situation. The histogram of FE (Figure 32b) shows
significant variability over the 63 forecast cases. To represent the ensemble spread’s error
distribution, the results were fit by a gamma distribution using the method of moments (Wilks
2006).

8

“JM” refers to operational ensemble forecasts from the Japanese Meteorological Agency.
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(c)

(b)

(a)
Avg. = 0.00°C

Avg. = 1.00

Avg. = 3.00°C

Std. = 0.80 °C

Std. = 0.22

Std. = 0.78°C

(°c)

(°c)

Figure 32. Histogram and fitted PDFs of results from the 63 bulk-calibrated JM forecast case days
for domain-averaged (a) error in ensemble mean, (b) fractional error in ensemble spread, and
(c) ensemble spread.

Figure 32a shows the results of the same process for the ensemble mean’s error distribution.
The expected value of MSEe is 0.0, again due to the calibration, and the results were fit with a
Gaussian distribution. Subsetting results by forecast case reveals the variability in the mean
error in the ensemble mean (as opposed to the larger variability in the individual ensemble
mean errors), and is consistent with formulation of the ensemble spread’s error distribution.
One additional distribution required for CES is a PDF for average ensemble spread. The
demonstration above (Figure 30) used an ensemble PDF with an arbitrary mean and spread.
The actual value of the ensemble mean does not impact pe error, but the relative difference
between μe and μt (i.e., error) does impact pe error. For ensemble spread on the other hand, its
error as well as its actual value can impact pe error. Given a particular error in mean and
spread, a wider ensemble PDF (higher spread) produces smaller pe error since differences in
the ensemble and true probability densities become smaller. Conversely, a sharper ensemble
PDF is more prone to ambiguity since even small errors in the mean can cause large pe error.
We therefore need to know the distribution of possible ensemble spreads to find all possible pe
errors. Following the above approach, the expected value of ensemble spread is the average
over the bulk-calibrated dependent dataset and the variance is found over the 63 individual case
values of average ensemble spread. A gamma distribution provides a decent fit to create a
PDF for average ensemble spread (Figure 32c).
Figure 33 shows that relationships among the three variable statistics (average ensemble
spread, error in ensemble mean, and error in ensemble spread) appear to be weak, but there is
some correlation between ensemble spread and the two PDF errors. However, the relationship
of interest is between ensemble spread and the variability of the PDF errors (i.e., the spreadskill relationship) since the possibility of larger PDF errors equates to greater ambiguity. Figure
34 reveals that variability in both mean and spread errors is independent of ensemble spread.
The process of averaging errors over the domain for each forecast case evidently destroys the
spread-skill relationship. Given the independence of the three statistics, we can take a separate
random sample from each PDF in Figure 32 to make a unique set of three possible values, then
repeat the CES process above to find another possible pt value for each pe value from 0 to 1 (as
in Figure 31b).
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(b)

(c)

Ensemble Mean Error (°C)

(a)

Ensemble Mean Error (°C)

Ensemble Spread (°C)

Ensemble Spread (°C)

(a)

(b)
Standard Deviation of
Fractional Error
in Ensemble Spread

Standard Deviation of
Ensemble Mean Error (°C)

Figure 33. Scatter plots showing relationships between the ensemble PDF’s variable statistics.
Correlation coefficient (r) is inset in each plot.

Binned Ensemble Spread (°C)

Binned Ensemble Spread (°C)

Figure 34. Relationship of ensemble spread with variability (standard deviation) of (a) ensemble
mean error and (b) fractional error in ensemble spread. The solid line in each plot indicates the
standard deviation of the error distributions in Figure 32a and b. Recall that the statistics are
domain-averaged.

Over just five sets of random draws, the pt values vary dramatically (Figure 35a). For example,
given a pe of 55% the extreme pt values are 46.7% and 79.1%, yielding a rough estimate of
ambiguity (i.e., actual pt may randomly occur within that range). Note that this ambiguity
estimate is not based on knowing the true forecast PDF but rather on knowing possible values
of its mean and spread relative to the ensemble PDF, as well as possible values of ensemble
spread, all based on previous ensemble performance.
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Figure 35. (a) True forecast probability for five sets of random draws from the PDFs in Figure 32
where each curve is labeled with its associated ensemble mean error, ensemble spread error, and
ensemble spread. The five possible values of true forecast probability (marked by dots) for a pe of
55% are 79.1, 69.6, 52.4, 51.3, and 46.7%. (b) After repeated sampling, the 5th and the 95th
percentiles of the possible true forecast probability values (p and p ) represent total ambiguity
5

95

as a 90% confidence interval (CI) about the expected true value (dashed line) for calibrated pe.
The thick solid lines show the ambiguity from using bulk calibration and the thin solid lines show
the reduced ambiguity from using the conditioned calibration.

A robust ambiguity estimate for pe = 55% comes from repeating the whole process 50 000 times
(instead of just five times), revealing an ambiguity distribution specific to pe = 55% (Figure 36a).
We chose to quantify total ambiguity as the 90% confidence interval (CI) about the calibrated pe
value. For pe = 55%, the total ambiguity is described by the 2500th and 47 500th rank-ordered
results (the 5th and 95th percentile values), which are designated p and p .9 Following same
5

95

the procedure across all values of calibrated pe yields Figure 35b. Total ambiguity naturally gets
smaller and the ambiguity distribution becomes skewed as calibrated pe nears either bound
(Figure 36b and c).

9

While p and p can be found as the percentile values of a beta distribution fit to a much smaller
5

95

sample of results, we found the fit to be poor at times. Therefore we instead chose to create the large
sample of 50 000 pt values from which we could reliably obtain percentile values without fitting an
assumed distribution.
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Figure 36. Histogram of 50 000 samples of true forecast probability for calibrated pe of (a) 55.0%,
(b) 11.0%, and (c) 94.0%. Each sample of true probability based on unique set of random samples
from the PDFs in Figure 32. Due to calibration, the histograms are naturally centered on their pe
values. The 5th / 95th percentile values of true forecast probability are indicated by p and p .
5

95

Figure 35b also shows that applying the more robust calibration decreases ambiguity. The
direct impact of the conditioned calibration was to slightly decrease the random error in both the
mean and spread of the ensemble forecast PDF (Table 12), which decreases total ambiguity.
Additionally, the distribution of ensemble spread values was shifted higher and narrowed,
greatly reducing the frequency of very sharp ensemble PDFs that can produce large ambiguity.
Effectively, superior calibration adds information to the forecast thus reducing error that
previously appeared to be random.
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Raw
BulkCalibrated
Conditionally
Calibrated

RMSEe (°C)

MEe , std (°C)

FE, std

σ e , std (°C)

3.55(±0.02)

0.39, 0.80

0.75, 0.17

2.25, 0.59

3.53(±0.02)

0.00, 0.80

1.00, 0.22

2.98, 0.78

3.48(±0.02)

0.00, 0.79

1.00, 0.21

3.20, 0.52

Table 12. Verification results (rounded to nearest hundredth) for the raw, bulk-calibrated and
conditionally calibrated JM forecasts for the dependent data. The 95% CI (± value) given for the
rmse results indicates that the improvement was not significant by bulk calibration but was
significant by conditional calibration.

The CES results in Figure 35b convey the general, overall ambiguity of the JM 5-day
temperature probability forecasts. Applying those results to a point-specific forecast does not
however make sense since the production of Figure 35b considered all possible values of
ensemble spread whereas a point forecast has a specific spread. CES run for different fixed
values of ensemble spread but the same variability of mean and spread error (i.e., Figure 31a
and b) results in different total ambiguity (Figure 37).

Figure 37. Total ambiguity based on the error distributions in Figure 31a and b just as in Figure
35b but now for two different specific values of ensemble spread rather than all possible values.
The thin (thick) curves show the total ambiguity for an ensemble spread of 2.0°C (6.0°C).

In CES application many separate ambiguity distributions must be built over the observed range
of ensemble spread values. CES thus requires significant preprocessing, but the real-time
application is simple: ensemble spread is calculated and then a previously constructed lookup
table is accessed to get the ambiguity data. The chief difficulty of CES is in developing error
distributions for the ensemble mean and spread that accurately depict the likely random errors
of the future forecasts, which may be sensitive to factors such as forecast lead time, season,
location, and weather pattern. Enough verification results must be combined to get a robust
sampling, but combining dissimilar signals should be avoided.
A second practical method to estimate ambiguity called randomly calibrated resampling (RCR)
is based on the bootstrap technique for estimating uncertainty in sample statistics (Wilks 2006).
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The basic process is to produce a different set of the n values from an n-member ensemble
forecast at one grid point by taking n random draws with replacement from the original data.
The new dataset yields a slightly different yet equally likely pe for a given event threshold
compared to the original pe. This process is repeated 10 000 times to produce an ambiguity
distribution.
For simplified demonstration, a perfect 30-member ensemble was simulated with 30 draws (not
shown) from the true PDF in Figure 30, N(2.2°C, 2.6°C), which yielded pe = 12.9% for Pr(2-m
temperature ≤ 0°C). (Note: To reduce noise and make the results easier to interpret, probability
was calculated here by integrating a Gaussian distribution, fitted to the ensemble data, up to the
0°C threshold.) Resampling the original 30 member dataset generated 10 000 alternative pe
values analyzed as a histogram (Figure 38a). The total ambiguity is 17.8% with p = 4.1% and
5

p = 21.9%. Repeating the demonstration with a perfect 80-member ensemble shows that a
95

larger ensemble naturally has less ambiguity (Figure 38b). In both cases, the pe from the
original ensemble forecast matches the expected value of the ambiguity distribution since
averaging results over the resampled datasets naturally reproduces the original.

(a)

(b)
pe = 22.7%
pt = 19.9%

p5 = 4.1%
pe = 12.9%

p5 = 16.5%

p95 = 28.9%

pt = 19.9%
p95 = 21.9%

True Forecast Probability (%)

True Forecast Probability (%)

Figure 38. Ambiguity distributions in histogram format produced by bootstrap resampling of
simulated ensemble forecast data (not shown) with labels for pe from raw ensemble members, p
and p (5th and 95th percentiles), and pt (true forecast probability). (a) A sample realization of a

5

95

perfect 30-member forecast, simulated by 30 random draws from the true PDF in Figure 30, has a
total ambiguity ( p - p ) of 17.8%. (b) A sample realization of a perfect 80-member forecast
95

5

simulated using the same true PDF as in (a) has a total ambiguity of 12.4%. Note that pe is the
distribution’s central value in each case, and that pt is a random sample of the distribution.

Resampling an imperfect ensemble would likely underestimate ambiguity since only the effect of
finite ensemble size is captured. Any source of forecast uncertainty poorly simulated by the
ensemble can lead to missing of viable forecast solutions among the members, which would
then limit variability during resampling and produce an erroneously narrow ambiguity
distribution. Additionally, systematic error can be problematic. For example, a forecast bias
would erroneously shift the ambiguity distribution and potentially impact its width since the
distribution must narrow as its expected value nears 0 or 100%.
To account for the effect of both the imperfect ensemble and systematic error in applying RCR
to JM forecasts, a randomized shift-and-stretch calibration is performed separately on each of
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the 10 000 resamples. The distributions that provide random correction values (i.e., − MEe and
1/FE) for shift-and-stretch calibration have the same center as the raw error distributions to
achieve overall calibration in RCR. The variance for the random correction distributions was
found by subtracting out the variance due purely to random sampling (for 51 members) from the
raw error distributions. While that may be an oversimplification, it is justified by the fact that the
contribution to ambiguity from finite, random sampling gets accounted for via resampling, so the
variance must be ignored in the random calibration process. The impact of applying the random
calibration in RCR is a notable increase in variance of the ambiguity distribution, which more
closely agrees with CES results (Figure 39).

(b)

(a)

(°c)

Figure 39. Distributions (dashed) of (a)

MEe and (b) FE used to perform a random shift-and-

stretch calibration on the resampled JM ensemble members in RCR. The solid-line distributions
are from the raw, uncalibrated JM forecasts, from which the error variance associated with 51member random sampling is removed to arrive at the dash-line distributions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

pe = 31.3%
p5 = 23.7%

p95 = 37.3%
pe = 31.3%
pe = 31.3%

p5 = 16.5%
p5 = 18.9%

p95 = 44.2%

p5 = 17.0%

p95 = 46.5%

Figure 40. Example RCR ambiguity distributions using (a) fixed, bulk calibration on each
resample and (b) random calibration on each resample for the JM 5-day 2-m temperature forecast
for the grid point 41°N latitude, 102°W longitude (the NE corner of Colorado) valid at 1200 UTC on
22 January 2009. (c) Ambiguity distribution by CES specific to JM bulk-calibrated pe of 31.3% and
the ensemble spread of 3.4°C.
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APPENDIX C: SERVER API DEFINITION AND SAMPLE USAGE
C.1

Server THRIFT API

The current Thrift definition for the WIPCast public service APIs is as follows:
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// DATA STRUCTUR DEFINITIONS
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------struct SubscriptionHandle {
1: required data.Handle id;
}
// ie.
struct
1:
2:
3:
4:
}

/TURBULENCE
Variable {
required data.Handle handle;
required string name;
required i32 dims;
optional string description;

// ie.
// ie.
struct
1:
2:
3:
4:
}

/TURBULENCE+ICING
[/turbulence, /icing]
MultiVariable {
required data.Handle handle;
required string name;
required list<Variable> vars;
optional string description;

struct
1:
2:
3:
4:
}

DataSource {
required data.Handle handle;
required list<Variable> variables;
required data.Handle region;
optional list<MultiVariable> multiVariables;

struct Threshold {
// TBD
}
struct
1:
2:
3:
//
//
//
//
4:
5:

Asset {
required string name;
optional list<Threshold> thresholds;
optional i32 assetID;
Arg, ok, so the javascript thrift compiler can't do
maps where there is a key as a struct (I have opened
a bug with Apache). Until it's fixed, we fake it
by creating two lists.
optional list<data.Handle> variables;
optional list<data.ImpactFunction> impactFunctions;

}
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struct
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
}

Scenario
required
required
required
optional
optional

{
string name;
data.Handle handle;
DataSource dataSource;
list<data.Route> routes;
list<Asset> assets;

enum ScenarioStatus {
NOT_READY,
REQUESTING_DATA,
INGESTING,
READY
}
enum GridFormat {
STRATEFIED,
LAYERED,
TOTEM
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// SCENARIO MANAGEMENT SERVICE API
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------service ScenarioRegistration {
data.Handle createScenario(1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

data.AuthToken token,
Scenario namePrefix,
string dataSource,
list<string> weatherVariables,
data.ValueBracket lon,
data.ValueBracket lat);

SubscriptionHandle subscribe(1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

data.AuthToken token,
Scenario namePrefix,
string dataSource,
list<string> weatherVariables,
data.ValueBracket lon,
data.ValueBracket lat);

void unsubscribe(1: data.AuthToken token,
2: SubscriptionHandle subscription);
map<string, data.Handle> getSubscriptions(1: data.AuthToken token,
2: data.Handle handle);
data.Handle getLatestScenario(1: data.AuthToken token,
2: SubscriptionHandle subscription);
}
service ScenarioManagement {
map<string, data.Handle> getAllScenarios(1: data.AuthToken token);
Scenario getScenario(1: data.AuthToken token,
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2: data.Handle scenarioHandle);
bool scenarioReady(1: data.AuthToken token,
2: data.Handle handle);
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// WIPCAST QUERY SERVICE API
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------service WIPCastQuery {
list<data.WIPSeries> getForecastsForRoutes(1:
2:
3:
4:

data.AuthToken token,
data.Handle region,
data.Handle dataSource,
data.Handle
weatherVariable,
5: Asset asset,
6: list<data.Route> routes);

data.WIPGrid getForecastsGrid(1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

data.AuthToken token,
data.Handle region,
data.Handle dataSource,
data.Handle weatherVariable,
Asset asset,
data.ValueBracket4d constraints,
i32 granularity);

data.WIPGrid getSurroundingGrid( 1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

data.AuthToken token,
data.Handle region,
data.Handle dataSource,
data.Handle weatherVariable,
Asset asset,
data.Route route,
data.ProximityThresholds thresholds);

}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// KML GENERATION SERVICE API
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------service KMLGenerator {
string getGrid(1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

data.AuthToken token,
data.Handle region,
data.WIPGrid grid,
GridFormat format,
double threshold);

string getRoute(1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

data.AuthToken token,
data.Handle region,
data.WIPSeries route,
double threshold,
bool colorize);

}
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C.2

Server API Usage Example

The following is an example use of the server API in a Java client:
import java.util.Map;
import java.util.List;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

org.apache.thrift.TException;
org.apache.thrift.transport.TTransport;
org.apache.thrift.transport.THttpClient;
org.apache.thrift.transport.TTransportException;
org.apache.thrift.protocol.TProtocol;
org.apache.thrift.protocol.TBinaryProtocol;
org.apache.thrift.protocol.TProtocolException;

import com.impact.wipcast.api.thrift.data.*;
import com.impact.wipcast.api.thrift.external.*;
public class Example {
private static final String API_URL =
"http://www.impact-computing.com:8080/WIPCast/api/";
private static final String SM_URL = API_URL + "binary/scenario";
private static final String Q_URL = API_URL + "binary/query";
private static TProtocol buildBinaryProto(String url) {
try {
TTransport transport = new THttpClient(url);
return new TBinaryProtocol(transport);
} catch (TTransportException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
System.exit(1);
}
return null;
}
private static ScenarioManagement.Client buildScenarioManagementClient() {
return new ScenarioManagement.Client(buildBinaryProto(SM_URL));
}
private static WIPCastQuery.Client buildQueryClient() {
return new WIPCastQuery.Client(buildBinaryProto(Q_URL));
}
private static void invoke() throws TException {
// Fake an auth token... we'd normally call the auth service
AuthToken at = new AuthToken(new Handle("uid:SomeAuthToken"));
// Build the client
ScenarioManagement.Client smClient = buildScenarioManagementClient();
// Get the scenarios
Map<String, Handle> scenarios = smClient.getAllScenarios(at);
// Nothing to do if empty
if(scenarios.isEmpty()) return;
String scenName = null;
for(String name : scenarios.keySet()) {
System.out.println("Scenario: " + name);
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scenName = name;
}
// Arbitrarily choose the last scenario to request
Scenario scenario = smClient.getScenario(at, scenarios.get(scenName));
// Lets look at its routes
List<Route> routes = scenario.routes;
for(Route route : routes) {
System.out.println("Route: "+ route.startTime);
for(LonLatPoint4D llp4d : route.wayPoints) {
System.out.println("\tPoint: " + llp4d);
}
}
// Nothing to do
if(routes.isEmpty()) return ;
Handle region
= scenario.dataSource.region;
DataSource dataSource = scenario.dataSource;
// Choose the first weather variable available at the datasource.
Variable var = dataSource.variables.get(0);
// Choose the first asset listed in the Scenario
Asset asset = scenario.assets.get(0);
// Query the routes
WIPCastQuery.Client qClient = buildQueryClient();
List<WIPSeries> wipseries = qClient.getForecastsForRoutes(at,
region,
dataSource.handle,
var.handle,
asset,
routes
);
// Do what you want with them
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
try {
invoke();
} catch (TException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
AFWA

Air Force Weather Agency

AFWEPS

AFWA Ensemble Prediction System

AJAX

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML

CDF

Cumulative Density Function

CES

Calibrated Error Sampling

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IF

Impact Function

IX

Icing Index

JEFS

Joint Ensemble Forecast System

JM

Operational ensemble forecasts from the Japanese Meteorological
Agency

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

LUT

Look-up Table

PDF

Probability Density Function

RCR

Randomly Calibrated Resampling

TI

Turbulence Index

TPI

Thunderstorm Potential Index

WIP

Weather Impact Probability

WIPCast

Weather Impact Probability Forecast

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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